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The speed of modern microprocessors has been increasing at a much faster rate than 
the speed of its memory system. This makes the memory latency to become an important 
bottleneck of the processor performance. In order to minimize the memory access penalty, 
researches on various cache designs and managemenet schemes have been investigated. 
Data prefetching has been shown to be one of the effective way to improve the per-
formance of data cache. It can be classified into hardware only, software only and a 
combination of hardware and software approaches. Previous data prefetching researches 
have mainly focused on the constant stride access or linear access problem. Not much 
research is done on non-constant stride access or random data access. Random data 
access means the sequence of memory locations of successive data accesses is irregular. 
Most random data access programs use complicated data structures, such as linked list, 
queue, index array, etc. The use of those data structures becomes popular in high-level 
programming languages, such as the object-oriented C + + language. With the popularity 
of these programming languages, there are applications with random data access pattern. 
The memory latency due to random data access may become significant in future. Our 
research is trying to resolve this problem. We found that even though the data access 
pattern might be irregular, data access method based on the instruction content, such 
as register name and opcode, is often regular. Data prefetching may generate prefetch 
requests based on this regular data access method. Therefore, we propose a new hardware 
prefetch scheme, called the Register Value Prediction Table(RVPT), to do so. Its basic 
concept is to predict the next iteration value of registers. Such predicted value can 
be used to generate prefetch requests for the data accessed in the next loop iteration. 
The prediction model plays an important role in the data prefetching scheme. So, we 
investigate on the register value dependency in order to refine the prediction model. 
Afterwards, we enhance the original RVPT model into different level RVPT models. 
We perform trace-driven simulations to evaluate the effectiveness of the new data 
prefetching schemes. In regular data access applications, RVPT models have similar 
i 
performance compared with traditional data prefetching schemes. In random data access 
applications, RVPT often perform better than traditional data prefetching schemes. As 
a result, RVPT models are justified to be data prefetching schemes for applications with 
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Processor performance is boosted up quickly in recent years. However, the memory latency 
and bandwidth have been improved at a much slower speed. As a result, the speed 
gap between the execution and data accesses is so large that it becomes one important 
bettleneck to the system performance. 
One possible solution is to introduce a cache between the processor and the memory. 
Cache is a high-speed temporary bufFer used to hold portions of the content of the main 
memory which are currently in use. Data in cache can be accessed in much less time than 
in the main memory. Cache size is limited because of the hardware cost, so only a portion 
of the working set of data is kept in cache. When data requested by the processor is not 
found in cache, a cache miss occurs and the data is fetched from the next level memory 
with a longer access time. In this case, the processor would be stalled until the request 
data is returned. Therefore, if the chance of cache miss, or miss ratio, is high, the overall 
execution time would be too long and the system performance is degraded. 
Cache misses are classified into three categories[10]. Compulsory miss, also called cold 
start miss or first reference miss, is the miss due to the first access of the data that is 
not in the cache. If the cache cannot maintain the data because of the cache capacity, 
some data will be discarded. Later retrieval of the data causes capacity cache miss. When 
several data blocks are mapped into the same cache set, they would conflict with each 
1 
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other. If cache miss occurs due to the conflict of the reference data blocks, it is called 
\ , 
conflict cache miss. 
The benefit of the cache can be explained by the property of locality. Temporal 
locality, or locality of time, means the current access data would likely be reused in the 
near future. Since cache always buffers the most recent used data, less execution time 
will be required if the current access data is reused within a short period of time. Spatial 
locality, or locality of space, means the data nearby the current access data would likely 
be used in near future. Each cache has a block size larger than one to store recently used 
data and the nearby data. As a result, if the nearby data is used in the near future, the 
performance will also be improved. On the other hand, there are three major configuration 
parameters: cache size, block size and set-associativity. By adjusting these parameters, 
we can fine-tune the cache performance. 
Cache can be classified into instruction cache, data cache and unified cache when 
it is used to hold instruction, data or both respectively. Instruction cache has already 
been shown to be effective in reducing the average instruction access time in previous 
researches. However, the performance improvment by data cache[17] is not very effective 
because data reference does not yield much spatial locality and temporal locality when 
compared with instruction reference. 
Data prefetching becomes an important technique to reduce the data access penalty. 
It brings data into the cache before the data is actually used. Prefetch operation involves 
no destination register and does not affect the accuracy of program execution. Depending 
on their controlled schemes, data prefetching can be classified into hardware-controlled, 
software-assisted, and a comiribation of both hardware and software approaches(see Sec-
tion 2.2). Hardware approach relies on delicated hardware to learn or detect the data 
access pattern in order to generate prefetch request. On the contrary, software approach 
uses compiler analysis technique to insert PREFETCH instructions into the program. 
Both approaches have their own pros and cons. Some researchers also propose data 
prefetching schemes that combine these two approaches together. 
Previous researches show smart and intelligent prefetching schemes can reduce the 
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memory latency effectively. These schemes are usually targeted for those array data 
\ . • 
structures which are classified as constant stride data access applications. Though they 
have the capability to recognize the constant stride data access pattern, they fail to handle 
data access with non-constant stride and non-array data structure such as linked list. 
Non-array data structures include linked list, index array, queue, hash, tree, etc. Suc-
cessive records of non-array data structure are no longer located at sequential memory 
address locations. On the contrary, they are disseminated in the whole memory address 
space. When the program traverses the data, the memory access is so random that it 
seems to be impossible to predict the next access memory location. Previous researches 
classify this kind of reference pattern as irregular, or random. Due to their unpredictabil-
ity, previous researches do not generate prefetch for them to avoid cache pollution. 
1.2 Objective 
Non-array structures are commonly used in program written by high level programming 
languages, such as functional, logic and object-oriented programming languages. With 
the popularity of these languages, there will be more irregular data access applications in 
future. A powerful and intelligent data prefetching scheme is therefore needed to handle 
both regular and irregular data, accesses. 
We observe that even though the data access might be random in terms of effective 
memory address, a significant portion of them has regularity in terms of the access meth-
ods in the program. For example, considering a linked list program in Figure 1.1, linked 
list records are traversed one by one by pointer dereferencing. During each iteration, the 
record pointer curptr is regularly updated by its NEXT attribute. This modification pat-
tern is regular and remains unchanged for the entire loop execution. Regularty implies to 
be predictable(at least in theory). In this dissertation, we propose Register Value Predic-
tion Table (RVPT) to prefetch data with regular access method by hardware, regardless 
of the access pattern in terms of the effective memory address. 
Recognition of data access method is not straight forward. It needs to capture the 
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\ struct STAFF_REC{ 
char NAME[20] 
int SALARY; 
struct STAFF_REC *NEXT; 
} 
int SUM(struct STAFF_REC *head){ 
int temp=0; 







Figure 1.1: Sample Linked List Program 
instruction content which includes the opcode, the register name and the addressing mode. 
Fortunately, with the advance of VLSI technology, most nowadays processors have the 
register file, instruction buffer and instruction decoder on-chip. Thus, it is justified for 
I the new data prefetching hardware to access these information. 
I Examining the simulation result, the Register Value Prediction Table is shown to have 
good cache performance both for constant stride and for non-constant stride data access 
applications. 
1.3 Organization of the dissertation 
In Chapter 2, previous work related to data prefetching will be reviewed. We classify 
traditional data prefetching schemes into non-selective and highly selective. Although 
highly selective scheme is found to be effective in constant stride applications, it does 
.[ not work properly in non-constant stride applications. The incapability of previous data 
I prefetching schemes in non-constant stride applications is explained by the concept of 
program data mapping in Chapter 3. 
'^  
f 
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Chapter 4 describes our basic RVPT model, which generates prefetches for data cache 
\ 
accurately by keeping track of the program data access pattern. One possible approach 
is to predict the register's next loop iteration value. The predicted values are kept in the 
RVPT and used for data prefetching later on. 
In Chapter 5, program register dependency is described to explain how the register 
value is affected by the other registers values. Making use of this concept, we define a 
more general RVPT model in Chapter 6. According to the predictability of the RVPT 
model, RVPT models can be divided into different level RVPT model. 
Chapter 7 studies the performance benefits of our proposed prefetching schemes for 
constant stride and non-constant stride applications. Both basic RVPT model and level 
2 RVPT model are compared with previous data prefetching schemes. 
Finally, this dissertation is concluded in Chapter 8. Direction for future work in this 




2.1 Previous Cache Works 
When a cache miss occurs, the processor stalls and waits for the requested datum to be 
fetched from main memory. To reduce the miss penality, different solutions have been 
proposed to allow computation to overlap with memory accesses so that the memory 
latency can be hidden. 
One technique is the FIFO write bufFer[17]. When a dirty cache line is replaced, the 
cache is required to update this line to the next level memory. Without a write buffer, 
the processor would be stalled until the operation is finished. The write buffer is used to 
i hold the write dirty line, so the processor can continue execution. The write buffer puts 
the content back into next level memory when there is free bus cycles. A cache is either 
write back or write though. For write-back strategy, the write buffer is used to hold the 
replaced dirty line. Under write-though strategy, each write access to cache will lead to 
a data updating action to the next level memory, regardless of whether the line is dirt or 
not. 
Write buffer is used to solve the write stall problem. In order to solve the read and 
write stall problem, Kroft[13] proposed a non-blocking cache, or a lockup-free cache, which 
allows the processor to continue execution in case of the read or write miss of the cache. 
The requirement for the overlapping of program execution and the data access is that 
data dependencies and consistency must be maintained. Thus, extra hardware is used to 
6 
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keep track of the dependencies. 
William Y. Chen[23] suggested a new register preloading mechanism to solve data 
read stall problem. This approach requires both the hardware and software supports. 
A preloaded memory content into the cache is ready for later register updating without 
affecting the data dependencies. The compiler rnay initiate memory accesses far enough 
in advance so that the data is available for the register at its time of use. Since register 
preloading is non-blocking, the processor may not need to stall. 
A simplified version of register preloading is prefetching. Prefetching is an operation 
to bring data into the cache before it is actually needed. The operation does not affect 
register and program original data dependence. Depending on how prefetches are issued, 
prefetching can be divided into hardware-controlled, software-assisted and a combination 
of both. 
Other solutions have been proposed and shown to be effective to improve the processor 
performance by tolerating the memory latency in areas such as shared-memory multipro-
cessors, multithreading and instruction scheduling. Since these are not the focus of our 
research, we will not include them in this dissertation. 
2.2 Data Prefetching Techniques 
In order to minimize cache miss penalty, different data prefetching techniquies have been 
investigated in previous researches. Data prefetching is a technique that brings data 
into the cache before they are actually used. It is virtually treated as overlapping the 
computation with the memory data accesses. It does not involve any register modification 
and its operation is not afFected any data dependence. 
2.2.1 Hardware Vs Software Assisted 
Data prefetching can be classified into hardware and software approaches. In hardware 
approach, simple delicated hardware is used to assist the processor to issue prefetch re-
quest. No program modification is required in order to adopt the new data prefetching 
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scheme. The major drawback of this approach is the difficulty of prefetching accurately 
for complex data references. 
In software assisted approach, or called software caching, new PREFETCH instruc-
tions are inserted into the program by the compiler to control the cache and prefetch 
activities. Software caching provides more flexible control mechanism for data prefetch-
ing. Compiler analyzes the program statically to determine the appropriate insertion 
position for the PREFETCH instructions. Though the improvement can be significant, 
the program execution overhead due to the additional instructions is large. Some software 
caching researches also concentrated on the overhead reduction and compiler analysis for 
data prefetching. 
The drawbacks of both hardware approach and software assisted approach are exclu-
sive. Thus, some hybrid data prefetching approaches are also proposed. In this approach, 
the new delicated hardware is controlled by cache activity controlled instructions. 
2.2.2 Non-selective Vs Highly Selective 
We can also classify various data prefetching schemes into selective and highly selective 
according to the property of their prefetching data set. 
Non-select ive Data Prefetching Scheme 
Non-selective data prefetching schemes, becomes default prefetch schemes in most pro-
cessors, do not trace the exact program data reference pattern. They do not rely on 
the program analysis and program information. Prefetches are generated based on the 
program execution state, such as instruction activity, cache activity, buffer activity, etc. 
Simple design is the major advantage of this approach. Moreover, this approach can gen-
erally be adopted for all kinds of programs But, non-selective data prefetching schemes do 
not guarantee the good performance because the prefetched data, or selected candidates, 
is not very accurate. 
Most traditional hardware data prefetching schemes belong to non-selective data 
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prefetching schemes. In 1982, Alan Smith[17] studied different prefetch methods. The 
basic idea of prefetching is based on current reference block to prefetch next block. If the 
current reference block is i, then, the processor would prefetch i+1 block into the cache. 
This policy is called one block lookahead(OBL). Instruction access is always sequential 
while data reference is not so. Hence, OBL is most suitable for instruction cache rather 
data cache. 
Jouppi[ll] proposed two ideas to enhance the cache performance. One technique is to 
add a small victim cache to store the replaced cache block for temporarily use. The victim 
cache saves the conflict miss block which might be reused in near future. A prefetch block 
may pollute the cache content if this block would not be referenced before it is replaced. 
To minimize this offset, a FIFO stream buffer is used to store the prefetch blocks before 
the block is actually referenced. 
Fu and Patel[8] investigated some vectorized numerical programs. They found that it 
is difficult to find an optimal cache configuration which results good cache performance. 
I Therefore, they suggested two prefetching schemes: sequential-prefetch and stride prefetch. 
They defined cache load size, =(p+l) *b, is the number of bytes loaded into the cache after 
a miss where b is the cache block size in bytes. The sequential prefetch states that when 
a cache miss occurs, in addition to the reference block, the cache would prefetches p 
successive blocks. On the other hand, the stride prefetch uses the stride size in memory 
access instruction to prefetch. It statest that when the stride size is larger than b and 
i is the current reference address, the cache would prefetch i, i+stride, i+2*stride,... 
i+p*stride. Examining simulation result, the stride prefetch scheme was shown to have 
good improvement but less significant when compared with sequential-prefetch scheme. 
Highly Selective Data Prefetching Scheme 
Highly selective data prefetching schemes generate prefetch requests based on program 
data access pattern through either compiler analysis or dynamically run time recognition. 
Most software assisted data prefetching schemes can be treated as highly selective data 
prefetching schemes. Porterfield[15, 7] proposed a non-blocking cache load instruction, 
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PREFETCH, to control prefetch activity by the compiler. He suggested a preprocessing 
compiler algorithm for inserting PREFETCH instructions into program codes. Those 
PREFETCH instructions are used to prefetch data that will be used in next iteration(one 
iteration loop ahead). 
Klaiber and Levy[12] extended Porterfield idea by making use of the memory system 
parameters to calculate the prefetch distance at compile time. They believed that prefetch 
requests can be issued more than a single iteration ahead. Using the prefetch distance, 
the compiler may automatically determine for how many iterations ahead the data would 
be prefetched. Chen et aL[21] attempted to use compiler-assist to move data address 
generation back far enough before the corresponding LOAD is executed. Thus, compiler 
can insert the PREFETCH instruction right after the point of its address generation. 
The register dependence in the program code makes this approach difficult to move the 
address generation. In most non-numerical codes, the situation becomes worse because 
the data access pattern is irregular. Later on, Mowry el a/.[19, 14] proposed a new 
compiler algorithm for inserting PREFETCH instructions in scientific and engineering 
codes. Mowry's extended the work by Porterfield and by Klaiber and Levy and had a 
number of key contributions. In his research, he gave a more comprehensive study on 
the types of locality, such as temporal, spatial, and group locality for data references. 
An optimizing compiler only inserts PREFETCH instructions for references which have 
high possibility to cause cache misses. Combining with loop splitting technique and 
prefetch distance concept proposed by Klaiber and Levy, the overall improvement can 
be significant. There is one major limitation to his approach: the memory configuration 
must be know at the compile-time for the locality analysis. 
The highly-selective hardware approach was firstly tried by Fu and Patel[9]. They 
proposed Stride Prediction Table(SPT) to record the stride information for recent mem-
ory references. Their approach is suitable for vector access program with low runtime 
overhead. However, it is not appropriate for other access pattern programs. Also, the 
SPT must be large enough to hold the memory referencing instructions of the longest 
program loop. The larger the program loop, the larger the SPT is required. Meanwhile, 
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Chen and Baer[2, 5, 4] had the similar idea of making use of the stride information for 
data prefetching. They proposed a small cache-like table, called the Reference Pat tern 
Table(RPT), to record the strides and the effective addresses information for most recent 
memory access instructions. Once the linear access pattern of the stride is confirmed, 
RPT can issue prefetch request for data used in the next iteration. Simulation result 
showed that this approach had good improvement over the OBL in most benchmarks. 
Similar to SPT, the main concern is the size of the RPT. The larger the program loop is, 
the larger the size of RPT is required to have significant improvement. 
There are also hybrid approaches that belong to the highly selective data prefetch-
ing schemes. Chen[23, 24, 22, 20] proposed a hardware support called preload register 
update. The compiler moves the LOAD instruction ahead even it violates the instruc-
tion dependency. This LOAD instruction is renamed as PRELOAD instruction. Then, 
COMMIT instruction is placed at the original position of the LOAD instruction to guar-
antee the data is fetched into the register. The preload register update hardware keeps 
the load destination registers coherent when LOAD instructions are moved before the 
STORE instructions for the same location. However, the compiler still cannot move the 
PRELOADmstYUction before the position where the source register is not ready. Later on, 
Chi et a/.[6, 3] proposed embedded data prefetching(EDP) and stride-cam data prefetch-
ing(SDP). A stride register file hardware with 4 to 8 entry is implemented in EDP. Using 
a STRIDE-SET instruction, the compiler may set the stride size for array accesses before 
entering the loop. When a memory access instruction is executed inside the loop, prefetch 
request is automatically issued by finding the source register name in the stride register 
file. SDP had the similar idea but, instead of recording the register stride, a SCAM.SET 
instruction is used to set the stride difference in STRIDE-CAM array for memory access 
instruction. Simulation showed that both approaches have accurate prefetching results 
and lower execution overhead compared with previous software caching methods. 
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2.2.3 Summary on Previous Data Prefetching Schemes 
In general, we might increase the prefetch candidates of data prefetching scheme to im-
prove the cache performance. The prefetched data by highly selective data prefetching 
schemes covers a good portion of the program data references. The performance improve-
ment of it is often greater compared to that of non-selective data prefetching scheme. The 
highly selective data prefetching schemes only handle constant stride data access appli-
cations. They work well in most scientific applications but fail in irregular data access 
programs which use non-array data structure. In this situation, even non-selective data 
prefetching scheme may work better than the highly selective data prefetching scheme. 
Our research ultimate goal is providing a general data prefetching scheme to cover data 




Program Data Mapping 
From Chapter 2, we see that current highly selective prefetching schemes can only handle 
data accesses with linear memory address sequence. Other data accesses are considered to 
be random (or irregular) and so far no exploration of their reference pattern has been done 
on them. However, we observe that data accesses without linear memory address sequence 
do not necessarily mean that they must be irregularly referenced. For example, to find the 
maximum of a certain field / i n a linked-list of records, each record will be tranversed one 
by one. The sequence of memory address locations of the accessed /might not be linear, 
I but their access method based on the instruction content is definitely regular. It is because 
they are accessed inside a program loop. In this chapter, we would like to investigate why 
and how the regularity of data accesses might be lost when the regularity is defined in 
terms of the memory addresses instead of the content of the accessed instructions. 
3.1 Regular and Irregular Data Access 
According to the access behaviour in terms of address, traditional researches classify 
memory accesses patterns into regular and irregular. Figure 3.1 shows the conceptual 
memory space of these two patterns. To make our discussion more clear, let us have a 
more precise definition of the term regular and irregular in terms of effective memory 
address. 
13 
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Defini t ion 3.1 The m e m o r y address sequence of a given accessed data 
set D = d1,d2,.",dn is said to be regular, if, for each di and di+i, 
{addr{di^i) - addr{di)) = constant, where 1 < i < n, and addr{i) is 
the memory address of datum i. 
Definit ion 3.2 The m e m o r y address sequence of a given accessed data 
set D = d1,d2,...,dn is said to be irregular, if, for each di and di+i, 
{addr{di^i) - addr{di)) is not a constant, where 1 < i < n, and addr{i) 
is the memory address of datum i. 
/7^^n^^^ / '^ "^ 7^~~7 
/ n ^ T Y Y T Y T Y Y / ^ } 7 < ^ ~ ~ ^ ) / 
/ r r r r r r r T Y y / ‘ ^ / 
y r Y T T T T T T Y y / / 
Regular Irregular 
i Figure 3.1: Regular and irregular data access pattern 
To find out the limitation of traditional data prefetching schemes, we evaluated the 
performance of two hardware data prefetching schemes, prefetch on mzss(non-selective) 
and _HPr(highly selective) by T.F. Chen, on some chosen applications shown in Figure 3.2. 
MXMF from NASA7 in SPEC92 belongs to constant stride data access application be-
cause it mainly consists of linear array data object. The other four programs are classified 
as irregular data access applications. Three of them find the maxinium of a linked-list, 
B+ tree and index array and the remaining one sorts a large relation. For comparison 
purposes, we used a baseline architecture consisting of processor and data cache with 16K 
bytes, block size 16 bytes and set-associativity 2. Initial memory latency was assumed to 
be 6 clock cycles for first word and the subsequent transfer time was 1 word per clock cycle. 
Simulation measured the clock cycles per instruction incurred by the memory access(i.e. 
the MCPI). 
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Performance of traditional data prefetching over selected benchmarks 
Figure 3.2: Performance of prefetching over regular and irregular applications 
Examining the figure, we see that the prefetch on miss scheme usually has some 
performance improvement over the no prefetch case although the improvement is not 
large. For the RPT scheme, it has very good performance on MXMF and a significant 
portion of the memory latenc3, is removed. However, it loses its effectiveness in the other 
four applications and even perform worse than the prefetch on miss scheme does. This 
can be explained as follows. The prefetch candidates of the RPT scheme are those array 
references with zero or constant strides defined in terms of memory addresses. It has 
very good performance if the data references fall into the set of prefetch candidates. 
Otherwise, the RPT would have no effect on the data references that fall outside the 
set of prefetch candidates. Other highly selective data prefetching schemes have similar 
inadequate property as the RPT does. In another words, the RPT is not an effective 
prefetching scheme for data, accesses with irregular strides because it is not designed to 
capture this kind of data access pattern. 
Attempt to handle this irregular data access problem has been proposed by Porterfield 
using software approach. He suggested a PREFETCH instruction with double indirect 
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memory access for index array data structure whose access pattern is also irregular in 
terms of memory address. Double indirect PREFETCH instruction not only makes the 
processor design difficult(as more pipeline stages are required), but also increases the 
data bus contention. For example, a pseudo index array program using double indirect 
PREFETCH instruction is shown in Table 3.1. If several attributes of a record are ac-
cessed, multiple accesses of location ( R l + 4 ) , that stores the base address of the next 
record, from cache or memory are required. Besides, additional hardware and instruction 
set modification are necessary and this makes this approach to become less attractive. 
loop: .... memory locations accessed 
load [[R1]] 
• • • • 
prefetch [[Rl+4]] [Rl+4], [[Rl+4]: 
load [[Rl]+20] 
• • • • 
prefetch [[Rl+4]+20] [Rl+4], [[Rl+4]+20: 
load [[Rl]+40] 
prefetch [[Rl+4]+40] [Rl+4], [[Rl+4]+40: 
branch to loop 
Total~~three prefetch requests [Rl+4] accessed three times 
Table 3.1: Duplicate Accesses by Double Indirect PREFETCH Instruction 
3.2 Propagation of Data Access Regularity 
A program is usually written in high level programming languages, such as C or PASCAL, 
and data are manipulated through variable names by the language operators and data 
types. Then, the program is compiled into machine code, each instruction of which has an 
instruction opcode and register name(s). Thus, apart from effective memory address, data 
access regularity might be defined according to the access pattern of the variable names 
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in the high level program or of the register names in the machine code. Furthermore, 
we notice that the regularity of data access can easily be propagated from the high level 
program to the machine code. However, from the machine code to memory effective 
address during execution, regular data access pattern can be lost. Examining how the 
data access regularity is propagated between different levels would help us to understand 
why the regularity of data accesses might be lost in terms of the memory addresses. It 
can also give us hints on how the data access regularity can be recaptured if it is defined 
in terms of the register or variable name usage. 
3.2.1 Data Access Regularity in High Level Program 
struct STAFF_REC{ struct STAFF_REC{ 
char NAME[20] char NAME[20] 
int SALARY; int SALARY; 
i >STAFF[STAFF NO] struct STAFF_REC *NEXT; 
} 
int SUM(struct STAFF_REC *head){ int SUM(struct STAFF_REC *head){ 
int i,temp=0; int temp=0; 
struct STAFF_REC *curptr=head; 
for(i=0 i<STAFF_NO i++) while(curptr =NULL){ 
temp+=head[i].SALARY; (1) temp+=curptr_>SALARY; (2) 
curptr=curptr->NEXT 
} 
return temp; return temp; 
} } 
(a) Array (b) Linked List 
Figure 3.3: Example of Array and Linked List C programs 
High level, programming languages are commonly used in application development 
nowadays because of the easier programming. A set of data are often accessed one by one 
using the same variable name and operated by the same operator in loops. It is seldom 
to access lots of data by hard-coding inside a program. For example, Figure 3.3 shows an 
array and a linked-list programs which sum up the staffs' salary and the only difference of 
1 
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them is the data structure used. Both programs access the records with a regular method 
in terms of program statements which repeatly execute for every loop iteration. In the 
array version, next record is visited by an increment to the index variable named i, so the 
statement (1) accesses record data in the sequence of head[0].SALARY, head[l].SALARY, 
head[2].SALARY, etc. On the other hand, the linked-list version does so by dereferenc-
ing the NEXT attribute and the statement (2) accesses the records in the sequence of 
head^SALARY, (head^NEXT)^SALARY, ((head^NEXT)^NEXT)^SALARY, and 
so on. 
Let us have a precise definition of this kind of regularity in high level program level: 
Definit ion 3.3 In a high level program loop with the sequence of program 
s t a t m e n t s S = <si”s2,...’<sn, a given data set D - d1,d<2,".dm is said to 
be accessed regula r ly , if, V 1 < k < n, program statment Sk accesses 
different data dj in different iterations though the same variable name used 
in Sk, where 1 < j < m. 
3.2.2 Data Access Regularity in Machine Code 
10 mov 0//oOl 
20 mov 0,7og3 
30 sethi y.hi(9999) g2 
40 or yog2//,lo(9999)//oo2 mov 0// g3 
50 ld [y.o0+20],y.g2 < — . ld [7o00+20] / / .g2 < — . 
60 add y . g 3 , l / / o g 3 I l d r/.oO+24]//ooO 
70 cmp yog3,y.o2 I cmp %o0,0 I 
80 add yoOl,y.g2/ / .o l bne 50 I 
90 b l e 50 I add %g3 ,%g2/ /g3 — 
100 add yooO,24,y.oO mov 7.g3//oo0 
110 mov y.ol,y.oO 
(a) Array (b) Lined List 
Figure 3.4: Sample SPARC assembly code of Array and Linked List program 
Before the high level program is executed, it needs to be compiled into machine code 
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with different optimization techniques.. Theroetically, if there are infinite registers, each 
variable would be assigned to a unique register exclusively. Becuase of limited number 
of registers available, register allocation alogirthm is inevitable in the compiler design. 
Finding an optimal assignment of variables to register is difficult and it is often a many 
to one mapping to assign multiple variable names to one register. 
Figure 3.4^ shows the machine codes of the high level programs shown in Figure 3.3. 
In Figure 3.4 (a), the main loop is from line 50 to 100. Referring to Figure 3.3(a), register 
%g3 and %ol represent the index i and the variable temp respectively. Another register 
%oO is used to store the base address of head[i]iov every iteration. %oO is incremented by 
242 at the line 100 to precede the record to next, head[i+l]. The machine code accesses 
the data sequence of locations storing head[i], head[i+l], and so on. The data access 
I 
pattern in terms of the variable name is regular. 
In Figure 3.4 (b), the main loop is from line 50 to 90. Variable name temp and the 
base address curptr are stored in register %g3 and %o"respectively. Register %oO{curptr) 
is updated by the LOAD instruction at line 60. The access location of this instruction 
is equal to the original %oO value with an additional offset of 24. This memory loca-
tion stores the NEXT pointer of current record. After the instruction is executed, %oO 
contains the base address of next record. Similar to (a), the machine code accesses the 
data in a sequence of the locations storing hea“SALARY (head^NEXT)^SALARY, 
((head^NEXT)^NEXT)^SALARY, and so on. Again, the data access pattern in terms 
of variable name curptr^SALARY is regular. 
Data access regularity is already existed in the high level program in terms of program 
statements and variable name accesses. From these two examples, we see that the ma-
chine code can adopt the same data access method inherited from its high level program. 
Compilation does not change its regularity in the program. Thus, in general, if program-
mers write the high level programs using regular data access method, the machine codes 
should have similar regularity in data access method through the register name. 
^SPARC assembly code has one branch delay slot 
^hexdecimal number represent the staff record size 
i 
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Let us have a precise definition of this kind of regularity in the machine code level: 
Definit ion 3.4 Within a loop program, the sequence of machine instruc-
t ions I = zi,z2, ..-^in accessing a given data set D di,d2,".dm is said to 
be r egu la r , if, V 1 < k < n, machine instruction u accesses arbitrary 
datum dj in different iterations with the same register name, but different 
register values, where 1 < j < m. 
3.2.3 Data Access Regularity in Memory Address Sequence 
Though the program itself can have regular data access method in terms of machine 
instructions after compilation, the data access pattern in terms of effective memory ad-
dress might be either regular or irregular during execution depending on how the vari-
able/register name is mapped to a sequence of memory address locations. As we stated in 
there, array program has regular data access pattern in terms of effective memory address 
while linked-list program has irregular pattern. 
head[0] head[l] head[2] head[3] l i n k l i s t l — i n k J J ^ 2 — i n k H s t 3 7 i s t 4 
Linear Mapping Non-Linear Mapping 
Figure 3.5: The Mapping Function of Array and Linked List Programs 
This phenomenon can be explained by a concept called program data mapping. 
When a program is in the form of high level programming language or machine code, it 
operates data through variable names or register names. Once the program is executed, 
the same variable or register name will be dynamically mapped to multiple data stored 
in the memory space(as shown in Figure 3.5). Unfortunately, this mapping may be either 
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linear or nonlinear, depending on what kind of data structure the program uses and on 
the run time allocation. Array program has a linear data mapping and the mapping could 
not be changed at run time. On the contrary, the linked-list program is most probably 
to have nonlinear data mapping. Nonlinear program data mapping results irregular data 
access pattern in terms of the effective memory addresses. Note that , if successive records 
of a linked-list are resided sequentially in the memory, its memory address sequence can 
also be linear but this situation seldomly occurred. 
3.2.4 Implication 
Regularity of data access can be classified into three different levels: high level program-
ming code, machine code and run-time effective memory address. In general, data access 
regularity is often found in loops in the high level programming code and the machine 
code. However, due to the mapping of variable names to effective memory addresses, 
regularity of data access might be lost during this translation. This is the reason why 
the highly selective data prefetching schemes such as RPT by T.F. Chen can only handle 
array accesses with constant strides, but not data structures such as linked-lists and trees. 
In the next chapter, we will propose how data access regularity can be recognized more 
by using some simple, yet innovative hardware design. 
Chapter 4 
Register Value Prediction Table 
(RVPT) 
I 
From the last chapter, we see that if the prefetching schemes are based on the mem-
ory addresses, their potential prefetch candidates will be limited to array accesses with 
constant strides. To expand their prefetch coverage, we propose a new hardware-driven 
data prefetching scheme, called the Register Value Prediction Table (RVPT). The 
basic idea of this RVPT scheme is to recognize the regularity of data access in terms of 
the information from the machine code rather than the memory address. The number 
of potential prefetch candidates for the RVPT will be larger than that of current highly 
selective prefetch schemes because the RVPT scheme can handle data with regular ac-
cess based on instruction content, independent of the linearity of their mapped memory 
addresses. 
In order for the RVPT scheme to be effective, it needs to handle two issues. The first 
issue is to identify the machine codes that regularly access the data. The second one 
is to predict the register value in the iteration i+1 when the current iteration i is being 
executed. Before we go into the model, let us have a closer look at how register values 
can be predicted in loop structures. 
22 
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4.1 Predictability of Register Values 
To understand why it is so important to predict the register values in the next loop 
iteration, let us look at an example of linked list program loop in Figure 4.1. In this 
example, there are two LOAD instructions in line 50 and 60, each of which will be executed 
once during each iteration. Regularity of data access can be observed because the same 
WAD instructions with their associated regular names are used throughout the loop 
execution. Assuming the prefetching is one iteration lookahead, useful data prefetch 
request can be issued only if the next iteration value of source register, %oO, can be 
predicted accurately in the current instruction execution. Hence, the prefetching problem 
is turned into how to predict the next iteration values of registers. If more register values 
can be predicted accurately, more prefetch requests can potentially be generated. In fact, 
predicting register values in loop structures is one of the challenges in our thesis. 
40 mov 0 / / o g 3 
50 ld [y,o0+20] //og2 => Prefetch [oO,s next iteration value+20] 
60 ld [y,oO+24] //ooO => Prefetch [oO,s next iteration value+24] 
70 cmp y.o0,0 
80 bne 40 
90 add yog3//og2//og3 
100 mov 7og3//oo0 
Figure 4.1: Previous Assembly Code of Linked List Program 
Given a n level nested loop. For a loop at level i, where 0 < i < n, we classify 
a register as predictable and unpredictable depending on whether its next iteration value 
can be predicted accurately. Predictable registers are further divided into three categories: 
loop invariant, self-modifying and dependent Based on how registers are updated by the 
machine code, they are defined as follows: 
Definit ion 4.1: Loop Invariant Register 
A register r is said to be loop invariant (or invariant) if its value is not 
modified within the loop at level i or less than i. 
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Under this definition, the next loop iteration value of a loop invariant register is the same 
as its current iteration value. Since loop invariant registers might be used as one of the 
source registers for LOAD and STORE instructions (such as in the index-base addressing 
mode), it is important to identify them and to predict accurately their next loop iteration 
values for the generation of next iteration prefetch requests. 
Definit ion 4.2: Sel f -Modifying Register 
A register r is said to be se l f -modifying if, at loop level z, there exists only one 
instruction I with destination register equal to r and the instruction I is in 
the form Opcode r,source2,r, where Opcode is LOAD or ALU operation, and 
source2 is a loop invariant register, a self-modifying register, a dependent 
register, or a constant. 
The I instruction is also called self-modifying instruction. There is no other instruction to 
update the self-modifying register. Assuming current iteration i is executed, the next loop 
iteration value of a self-modifying register is equal to its value right after I is executed in 
iteration i + 1. Thus, when I is executed during current loop iteration(i^), the next loop 
iteration value(z + 1 )of it might be obtained ahead by performing the same operation I 
using the current value of the self-modifying register and the predicted value of source2. 
Note that the predicted value of source2 can be a constant. 
Loop: 
• • 
I: add R1,4,R1 
b l e Loop 
Figure 4.2: Example of Self-Modifying Register R 1 
For example, add R 1 , 4 , R 1 is a self-modifying instruction updating R 1 in the loop 
as shown in Figure 4.2. Table 4.1 represents the values and the predicted values of R 1 
before and after that instruction in the first three iterations. It shows how the predicted 
values of R 1 confirm with the next loop iteration values. 
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Iteration R 1 before I R 1 after I Predicted R 1 value 
(by Adding 4 to R1 after I) 
1 0 4 8 
2 4 8 12 
3 8 12 l_6 
Table 4.1: Value Prediction for Self-Modifying Register R 1 in a d d R 1 , 4 , R 1 
Definit ion 4.3: Dependent Register 
A register r is said to be dependent if, at loop level z, there exists one in-
struction I with destination register equal to r and the instruction I is in 
the form Opcode sourcel,source2,r, where Opcode is LOAD or ALU oper-
ation, and sourcel and source2 are loop invariant registers, self-modifying 
registers, dependent registers, or constants. 
Dependent register is modified by instruction I whose source registers are predictable. As-
suming the predicted values of source registers are already known, the next loop iteration 
value of it is most possibly the result of performing the same operation as I using these 
values. It is because if the predicted values of source registers are very accurate, those 
values might be equal to the next loop iteration values of source registers. Figure 4.3 and 
Table 4.2 show an example of a dependent register R 2 which is updated by the instruction 
sub R 0 , R l , R 2 . In this example, we assume R 0 is a loop invariant register and R 1 is a 
self-modifying register. R 2 can be easily predicted by making use of the predicted values 
of R 0 and R1. 
Iteration Before 12 After 12 Predicted R 1 Predicted R 2 
R0 R1 R2 R2 value value 
1 m"""4 - m 8 ^ 
2 100 8 96 92 12 88 
3 100 12 92 88 16 84 
Table 4.2: Value Prediction for Dependent Register R2 in sub R 0 , R l , R 2 
It seems that loop invariant register, self-modifying register and dependent register 
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mov 100,R0 
mov 0 R1 
Loop: .. 
I I : add R1,4,R1 
• • 
12: sub R0,Rl,R2 
• « 
ble Loop 
Figure 4.3: Example of Dependent Register R2 
can be identified easily. However, the hardware to support this prediction process is not 
trival. Our RVPT hardware is to focus on how to identify predictable registers and to 
predict their values. Once this can be done successfully, prefetches can be generated easily 
by using their predicted values. 
4.2 Register Value Prediction Table 
Our data prefetching scheme is to issue prefetches for data used in the {i + 1) iteration 
generated when the iteration is executed. A table, named as RVPT, stores the predicted 
value for each register. When LOAD/STORBinstruction is decoded, the RVPT is checked 
to see if there is any possible prefetch that can be issued. There are integer and floating 
point registers in most RISC-like architecture processors. However, only integer registers 
associate with an entry in Register Value Predict Table(RVPT) because memory access 
instructions only use integer registers in their address calculation. Each RVPT entry has 
the following format in Figure 4.4: 
Register ^ 
Predict VorA State 
Number 
Figure 4.4: Register Value Prediction Table Structure 
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• Predict: It is a word size field. Depending on State and VorA bit, this field is 
used to store the predicted value, guessed value, the effective memory address of 
a predicted value, or the effective memory address of guessed value. To minimize 
the hardware cost, this field is also used to store the instruction address in case 
of the guess-invariant state. When the entry is in the unpredict state, this field is 
undefined. 
• VorA: a bit which indicates that P r e d i c t stores a datum's value when it is 0, 
or P r e d i c t stores a datum's effective address when it is 1 in most states. When 
the entry is in the guess-invariant state, VorA bit must equal to 1 and P r e d i c t 
field stores the last instruction address using the register. When the entry is in the 
unpredict state, this field is undefined. 
i I 
• State: a three-bit field which specifies the state of the entry. In the RVPT, there 
are 6 different states: three predictable states as described before, one unpredictable 
state and another two transient states for invariant and self-modifying states. The 
following state definitions are also summarized in Table 4.3. 
1. unpredict: specifies that the register is unpredictable. Both Predict and VorA 
bit are undefined in this state. 
2. guess-invariant: is transient state for invariant state when the RVPT suspects 
that the register is invariant. In this state, VorA bit must equal to 1 and 
Predict contains tlie last instruction address using the register as its source 
register. 
3. invariant: is transitted from guess-invariant state after the confirmation of 
the predicted value. A register in this state is loop invariant and predictable. 
VorA bit must equal to 0 and Predict stores current register value, which is 
also equal to its predicted value. 
4. guess-self-modify: is transient state for self-inodify state when the RVPT sus-
pects that the register is self-modifying. If the VorA bit equals to 0, Predict 
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would store the guessed value. Otherwise, the VorA bit might be equal to 1 
and Predict stores the effective memory address of the guessed value. 
5. self-modify: is transitted from guess-self-modify state after confirmation of the 
predicted value. A register in this state is self-modifying and predictable. If 
the VorA bit equals to 0, Predict would store the predicted value. Otherwise, 
the VorA bit might be equal to 1 and Predict stores the effective memory 
address of the predicted value. 
6. dependent-modify: specifies a register modified by an instruction having one or 
two predictable source register(s). A register in this state is predictable. If the 
1 
VorA bit equals to 0, Predict would store the predicted value. Otherwise, 
VorA bit might be equal to 1 and the Predict stores the effective memory 
address of the predicted value. 
State VorA Predict 
unpredict 0 undefined 
1 undefined 
guess-invariant 0 undefined 
1 address of last instruction that 
uses the register as source register 
invariant 0 predicted register value equal to 
current register value 
1 undefined 
guess-self-modify 0 guessed value 
1 effective address of guessed value 
self-modify 0 predicted value 
1 effective address of predicted value 
dependent-modify 0 predicted value 
1 effective address of predicted value 
Table 4.3: Summary of RVPT States 
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4.3 Control Scheme of R V P T 
The RVPT needs to set the entries' state and the predicted value based on the current 
instruction and the original entries' state. The transition mechanism is defined according 
to the characteristic of the three kinds of predictable registers. For convenience purpose, 
let us define one term: 
Definit ion 4.4: Readi ly Predictable 
A register is said to be readily predictable if and only if it's in self-modify 
or dependent-modify or invariant state, and its VorA bit in the RVPT is 
0. 
In the RVPT model, a prefetch might be issued when a LOAD/STORE instruction is 
executed. If the prefetch is issued by LOAD instruction, the destination register should 
be predictable and its predicted value might be in the memory. The predicted value is 
obtained from the prefetch line. Before the predicted value is returned, the VorA bit 
would be set to 1 to indicate the predicted value is not ready for use yet. After the 
prefetch line is fetched into the cache, the corresponding word(or the predicted value) is 
directed to the Predict of that register. Then, its VorA bit is set to 0. 
4.3.1 Details of R V P T Mechanism 
In RISC like architecture, memory access instruction supports two types of addressing 
modes: 
1. L O A D / S T O R E [ RS1 + DISP]: adding source registerRSl content and displace-
ment DISP, or 
2. L O A D / S T O R E [ RS1 + RS2]: adding source register RS1 and RS2 contents. 
To ensure accurate prediction, confirmation is needed for the identification of loop invari-
ant and self-modifying registers. 
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The details of the RVPT control scheme is described as following. For convenience 
purpose, we use source_reg and dest_reg to represent the source register and destination 
register of current instruction respectively. Moreover, PC denotes the program counter 
and EA represents the effective address of the memory access instruction. 
Initialization: 
All RVPT entries' S ta te :^unpred ic t} . 
For each ALU/LOAD/STORE instruction executed, checking is performed as follows: 
1. For each source register, source_reg, of the instruction: 
(a) Confirmation of wise guess of invariant 
I • 
I If [source_reg's State={guess-invariant} and Predict=current PCJ: 
set source_reg's State={invariant}, VorA=0, Predict=current source_reg value. 
(b) Wise guess of invariant register 
If source_reg's State={unpredict} , OR 
[source_reg's State={guess-invariant} and Predict<current PC]: 
set source_xeg,s State={guess-invariant}, V o r A = l , Predict=current PC. 
2. For the destination register, dest_reg, of the instruction, the instruction type is 
checked and the following actions will be taken: 
(a) ALU instruction has one or two source register(s) and one destination reg-
ister. After it is executed: 
i. Dependent register prediction 
If all source_reg(s) is/are readily predictable]: 
set dest_reg's State={dependent-modify}, VorA=0, re-execute the same 
ALU operation using source_reg's P r e d i c t and put the result into the 
dest_reg's P r ed i c t . 
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ii. Confirmation of wise guess of self-modifying 
If [one of source_reg=dest_reg, dest_reg's State={guess-self-modify}, dest_reg's 
V o r A = 0 , Predict=dest_reg's content and the other source_xeg, if any, is 
readily predictable : 
set clest_reg's State={self-modify}, VorA=0 , re-execute the same ALU 
operation using dest_reg's content and the other source_reg's P r e d i c t , if 
any, and put the result into the dest_reg's P r e d i c t . 
iii. Wise guess of self-modifying register 
If [one of source_reg=dest_reg, dest_reg's State={unpredict,guess-self-modify} 
and the other source_reg, if any, is readily predictableJ: 
set dest_reg,s State={guess-self-modify}, VorA=0 , re-execute the same 
4LC/operation using dest_reg's content and other source_reg's P r e d i c t , if 
any, and put the result into the dest_reg's Predict . 
iv. Unpredictable 
Otherwise: set dest_reg's State={uripredict} 
(b) L O A D i n s t r u c t i o n has one or two source register(s) and one destination 
register, similar to the ALU case. After it is executed: 
i. Dependent register prediction 
If all source_reg(s) is/are readily predictable]: 
set dest_reg's State={dependent-modify}, V o r A = l , calculate the EA us-
ing Predict of source_reg(s), and then put the EA into the dest_reg's 
P r e d i c t and prefetch the line using EA. 
ii. Confirmation of wise guess of self-modifying 
If [[one of source_reg=dest_reg, dest_reg's State={guess-self-modify}, the 
other source_reg, if any, is readily predictable], and 
A. [either dest_reg's V o r A = l and P r e d i c t = E A of LOAD instruction; 
OR 
B. [destj:eg's VorA=0 and Predict=dest j :eg 's content]]: 
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set dest_reg's State={self-modify}, V o r A = l , calculate the EA using dest eg s 
content and the other source_reg,s Predict , if any, and then put the EA 
into the dest_reg's Predict and prefetch the line using EA. 
iii. Wise guess of self-modifying register 
If [one of source_reg=dest_reg, dest_reg,s State={unpredict,guess-self-modify} 
and the other source_reg, if any, is predictableJ: 
set dest_reg's State={guess-self-modify}, V o r A = l , calculate the EA us-
ing dest_reg's content and the other source_reg's Predict , if any, and then 
put the EA into the dest_reg's Predict . 
iv. Unpredictable 
Otherwise: set dest_reg's State={unpredict} 
j \ 
i (c) S T O R E instruction has one or two source register(s) and it does not modify 
j its destination register: 
'ii I 
i. Dependent register prediction 
If all source_reg(s) is/are readily predictableJ: 
calculate the EA using P r e d i c t of source_reg(s) and prefetch the line using 
EA. 
4.3,2 Explanation of the Register Prediction Mechanism 
In this section, we explain how the RVPT mechanism works. The prediction mechanisms 
for the three types of registers is as following: 
Loop Invariant Register 
It is worthwhile to determine if a register is loop invariant when it is used as a source 
register of any instruction. It is because its predicted value(if any) will be helpful in the 
prediction of other register values and in generating prefetch requests. 
A loop invariant register is not modified by any instruction within a loop, so it must not 
be used as a destination register in any instruction inside the loop. Hence, we only inspect 
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source registers of instructions to identify loop invariant registers. When an instruction is 
executed with a source register which is in an unpredict state, the RVPT would guess the 
register to be loop invariant(i.e. guess-invariant) and store the instruction address into 
the Predict field of that register. As the loop invariant register is not modified within 
the loop, when the same instruction is executed again in next iteration, the instruction 
address stored in the Predict field of the source register would remain unchanged. With 
i this confirmation, the register is identified as a loop invariant register. 
If there are more than one instruction making use of the same loop invariant register, 
RVPT would store the largest instruction address. That is, when the program executes 
any instruction with a source register which has already been surmised as loop invariant, 
the state of it remains unchanged but the Predict field of it is set to the larger one 
between its original value and current instruction address. 
Figure 4.5 shows two different programs having a loop invariant register R1. In 
example Figure 4.5 (a), only one instruction uses R1 as a source register and there is no 
nested loop inside. In example Figure 4.5 (b), on the other hand, two instructions use R1 
as one of the source registers and the program has a nested loop. Table 4.3.2 shows how 
the previous mechanism of RVPT can effectively determine that R1 is a loop invariant 
register. The details of the mechanism may refer to Section 4.3.1. 
L0 assume Rl=100 L0 assume Rl=100 
L1 L1 
L2 ld [R1 + R2] R3 L2 ld [R1 + R2] R3 
L3 L3 
L4 L4 
L5 L5 bne L3 
L6 L6 add R1, R3, R4 
L7 bne L1 L7 bne L1 
L8 L8 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.5: Example of Loop Invariant Register R1 
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Program Counter State V()rA Predict Comment 
initial unpredict - -
1" Iteration guess-invariant 1 _ ^ set by L2 
2^^ Iteration invariant 0 T 0 0 confirmed by L2 
(a) 
Program Counter State VorA Predict Comment 
initial unpredict - -
V^ Iteration after L2 guess-invariant 1 L2 set by L2 
P^ Iteration after L6 guess-invariant 1 ^ ^ L6>L2 
I 2— Iteration after L2 guess-invariant 1 L6 unchange 
2^^ Iteration after L6 invariant 0 100 confirmed by L6 
(b) 
Table 4.4: R1 entry in RVPT for Loop Invariant Register 
Self -Modifying Register 
A self-modifying instruction must have its source register equal to its destination register. 
This characteristic is used to identify the self-modifying register in the RVPT model. 
When an ALU/LOAD instruction is executed, the RVPT model would examine if the 
destination register is the same as the source register and it is in unpredict state. If it is 
the case, the RVPT model would guess the destination register to be self-modifying(i.e. 
guess-self-modify). If the instruction is an ALU operation, once after it is executed, the 
RVPT model would perform the same operation again using the new destination register 
value as the source register value to obtain the predicted value. If is a LOAD instruction, 
an effective address will be surmised using the new destination register value. 
However, when the destination register is already in a guess-self-modify state, the 
RVPT model would examine if the new content of destination register is equal to its 
Predict field. If so, the RVPT model would promote the destination register to a self-
modify state. Otherwise, the RVPT model would set it to guess-self-modify state and 
make another wise guess of self-modifying register again. 
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D e p e n d e n t Regis ter 
The prediction mechanism of dependent register is much simple than the previous two 
kinds of predictable registers. When an ylLf/instmction is encountered and all its source 
registers are readily predictable, the same ALU operation will be carried out in parallel 
using the predicted value(s) of the source register(s). The result will become the predicted 
value of the destination register of the AL^7instriiction. When a LOAD/STORE instruc-
tion is encountered and all its source registers are readily predictable, a prefetch request 
is then generated using the predicted value(s) of the source register(s). If it is a LOAD 
instruction, the effective address of prefetch request would be stored inside the Predict 
field before the prefetch request is completed. 
4.4 Examples of RVPT 
4.4,1 Linear Array Example 
Sparc(one delay slot) Sample C program: 
Assembly program: 
10 mov 0,y,14 int i,j; 
20 add y.o3,y.o4,y,o2 int A[1000] [1000] 
30 mov O,y.ol long total=0; 
40 add y.l4,l,y.l4 for(j=0;j^l000;j++) 
50 ld Cy.ol+y,o2] ,y.oO for(i=0;i<^000;i++) 
60 cmp y.14,999 total+=A[j] [i] 
70 add y.l7,%oO,y.l7 
80 ble 40 
90 add y,ol,4,y.ol 
100 add y.l5,l,y.l5 
110 cmp y,15,999 
120 ble 10 
130 add y.o3,4000,y.o3 
Figure 4.6: Linear Arra3, Program 
The program in Figure 4.6 sums up a 2D integer array records. The compiled assembly 
program has nested loops from 40 to 90 and from 10 to 130. For each iteration of the 
outer loop, the base address of A^] is assigned to %o2 in line 20. %o3 and %o4 are 
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Register | Content | Predict | VorA | State | Set by line 
Before execution 
M FO - - unpredict -
00 999 - - unpredict -
01 0 - - unpredict -
02 1000 _j - unpredict -
1st Iteration 
R r i r 2 0 guess-self-modify~ 40 
00 [1000] - - unpredict 50 
01 4 8 0 guess-self-modify 90 
02 1000 50 1 guess-invaraint 50 
2nd Iteration 
R f 2 r S ~~~0~~~ self-modify 40 
00 [1004] - - unpredict 50 
01 8 12 0 self-modify 90 
i o2 1000 1000 0 invariant 50 
3rd Iteration 
i M p f 4 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ self-modify 40 
I oO [1008] 1012 1 dependent-modify 50 
i ol 12 16 0 self-modify 90 
02 1000 1000 0 invaraint -
Table 4.5: RVPT table for Linear Array Program 
found to be self-modifying and loop invariant respectively in the outer loop scope so that 
%o2 should be a dependent register. However, %o2 becomes loop invariant in the inner 
loop. In the inner loop, %14 and % o l both are self-modifying registers. As a result, 
prefetch for memory access instruction in line 50 should be issued using the RVPT model. 
We assume the initial value of %o2 right after line 20 is 1000. The relevant RVPT 
entries of the first three iterations in the inner loop are shown in the Table 4.5^ using the 
RVPT mechanism. During first iteration, %l4 and % o l are guessed to be self-modifying 
while %o2 is guessed to be loop invariant. Their states are confirmed in second iteration 
and RVPT model may generate the prefetch for instruction ld[%ol+%o2 ] ,%o0 in the 
third iteration. Before the prefetch request is completed, the Predict and VorA of %oO 
are set to dependent-modify and 1 respectively. 
4.4.2 Linked List Example 
^ [addr] - means the memory content of address addr 
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Assembly program: Source C program: 
10 cmp y,oO,0 int SUM(struct STAFF_REC *head){ 
20 mov 0,y.g3 struct STAFF_REC *curptr=head; 
30 be 90 int total=0; 
40 ld [y.oO+20] ,y.g2 while(curptr!=NULL){ 
50 ld [y.oO+24] ,y.oO total+=curptr->SALARY 
60 cmp 7.oO, 0 curptr=curptr->NEXT 
70 bne 40 } 
80 add y.g3,y.g2,7.g3 return temp; 
90 mov y,g3,y,o0 } 
100 retl 
Figure 4.7: Linked List Program 
Register Content | Predict \ VorA | State \ Set by line 
Before execution 
g2 - - - unpredict -
i oO 1000 _j - unpredict -
1st Iteration 
p [1020] P - unpredict 40 
oO [1024]=::200Q 2024 1 guess-self-modify 50 
2nd Iteration 
p [2020] p - unpredict 40 
oO l2024j=40 64 1 self-modify 50 
3rd Iteration after line 50 
P P[^U] 1686 i dependent-modify 40 
oO l64j=l666 1690 1 self-modify 50 
, Table 4.6: RVPT table for Linked List Program 
The program in Figure 4.7 sums up the salary of staff records organized as a linked list. 
The compiled assembly code contains one main loop from 40 to 80. There are two memory 
access instructions at line 40 and 50. Content of the source register %oO has a random 
change pattern so that the data access pattern in terms of memory address is irregular. 
Examining the loop carefully, we can easily notice %oO actually is self-modifying while 
most other registers are dependent registers. 
To illustrate how the RVPT works in this case, we randomly assume the first 5 linked 
list records located in effective address 1000, 2000, 40, 1666 and 999 successively. Ac-
cording to the definition of a linked list, the address of each record must be stored in 
the NEXT field of the previous record. Therefore, at the beginning of the loop, %oO 
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is assigned to 1000. The relevant RVPT entries of the first four iterations are shown in 
Table 4.6. 
In the first loop iteration, the RVPT model guesses %oO to be self-modifying with 
P r e d i c t equal to 2024 in line 50. Then, in the second loop iteration, this instruction 
accesses a memory location with an effective address 2024 and this content will be updated 
to %oO. This effective memory address confirms with the P r e d i c t content so that the 
RVPT would transit the entry of %oO to self-modify state. Meanwhile, a prefetch request 
with effective address 64 is also generated based on the new value of %o0(60). 
In addition, if the prefetch request is completed before line 40, oO should have a pre-
dicted value of 1666. Thereafter, when line 40 is executed, another prefetch with address 
1686 might be generated for register %g2 and %g2 will be promoted to a dependent 
state. 
Chapter 5 
Program Register Dependency 
The effectiveness of the RVPT model totally depends on the predictability of register 
value. The more the predictable registers, the more the prefetch requests can be generated 
theoretically. It does not necessarily mean that it has to predict the values of all registers. 
In fact, correct prediction for index registers used in memory access instructions is often 
sufficient. 
use R1 to store use R2 to store 
intermediate result intermediate result 
• • • • 
add R1,4,R1 add Rl,4,R2 
sll R1,2,R1 sll R2,2,R1 
• « • • 
Figure 5.1: Self-modifing register using two instruction 
Among the three kinds of predictable registers, self-modifying register is much more 
complicated to predict than we described before. According to its previous definition, a 
self-modifying register is viewed to be dependent on on its original value so that it can 
also be classified as a special case of dependent register. The second problem is that 
the self-modifying operation might not be expressed by one instruction. Figure 5.1 gives 
examples of self-modifying registers using two instructions. Each self-modifying operation 
is expressed by two instructions and R l is the self-modifying register. The only difference 
39 
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is the register used to store the intermediate result. One uses R1, the other uses R2. 
Previous RVPT model is not able to recognize R1 to be a predictable register. However, 
there should be a way to predict the value of R1 because the modification pattern of it 
is still regular. 
In order to understand more clear about the three predictable registers, we borrow the 
idea from the data dependency analysis(from compiler optimization technique) to define 
a concept called register dependency. This concept let us to understand more about 
the three kinds of predicatable register and we will refine and extend the classification 
of predictable register in this chapter. Based on this concept, new hardware might be 
used to capture the register dependency at run-time to predict register value(s). We will 
present this general RVPT model in Chapter 6. 
5.1 Register Dependency 
Register dependency specifies how the register values depend on each other inside a pro-
gram. The concept of it is borrowed from the idea of data dependence analysis(from 
compiler optimization technique). Data dependency analysis focuses on the high level 
program compilation. It analyzes the value dependency of variables in a program in 
order to allocate resources such as registers and to parallelize accesses by compiler. On 
the other hand, to have a better understanding on the predictability of register value, 
register dependency focuses on the interaction among registers according to the ma-
chine instruction sequences in the program. In fact, instruction code is generated by the 
compiler with data dependence analysis. Thus, register dependency may be regarded as 
using to reconstruct the data dependence in terms of register. 
In processor architecture, each ALU/LOAD instruction associates with source and 
destination registers. The value of the destination register is modified after the instruction 
is executed. Conceptually, the content of a destination register can be viewed as depending 
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Defini t ion 5.1 Register D e p e n d e n c y 
A register rd is dependent on another register rsl, denoted by r s l ~^ rd^ if 
there exists an instruction I with source register and destination register 
equal to rsl and rd respectively and the instruction I is with format Op-
code rsl source2,rd, where source2 is a register or a constant, and Opcode 
is a ALU/LOAD operation. 
For example, there is only one register dependency Rl — R2 specified by instruction 
add R l , 2 , R 2 . Another instruction add R l , R 2 , R 3 defines two register dependences: 
Rl — R3 and R2 ~> R3. It might be too difficult to manuiplate the register depen-
dency using the previous denotation. For convenience purpose, a register dependency 
graph{RDG) is used to represent the dependency in a graphical view. A RDG is simi-
lar to a directed graph. Figure 5.2 shows the register dependencies of the previous two 
instructions. 
Definit ion 5.2 Register Dependency Graph(RDG) 
A graph that shows the register dependencies of a given set of instructions or 
a program by node(s) and directed edge(s) is called register dependency 
graph. Each node in the graph represents a register and any directed edge 
from node X to node Y represents the register dependency X — Y. 
_ 0 ^ 
r ~ ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ 
( R l addRlAR2 / R2 ) addRl,R2,R3 ( R3 ) 
W v ^ ^ ^ ^ w 
C:y 
Figure 5.2: Register Dependency Graph for two sample instructions 
Given any arbitrary instruction sequence, or a program segment, we can construct 
a RDG to represent the register dependencies. The directed edge will be labelled with 
a number to indicate the insturction order and to keep the execution information. The 
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following discussion would only focus on the innermost loop instructions. It is not only 
for simple explanation reason but also that the innermost loop is always dominant in the 
execution. 
Instruction Labelled No. Register Dependency Comment 
loop: add R1,4,R1 n i Rl — m R1 is self-modifying 
ld[R2+Rl],R3 (2) R2 — m,Rl ^ R3 R2 is loop invariant 




Table 5.1: Example Program for drawing RDG 
r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " " ^ ^ ^ 
f R2 j ( Rl j J \^ 
( R 3 
v!V (3) 
^ ^ " ^ R4 / 
v j y ^ 
Figure 5.3: RDG for Example Program in Table 5.1 
We will use the program loop in Table 5.1 to illustrate how a RDG is constructed 
in Figure 5.3. Examining the program loop carefully, it is easy to find out that R l and 
R 4 are self-modifying registers, R2 is a loop invariant register and R 3 is a dependent 
register. We also observe some characteristics in the RDG for each kind of the predictable 
registers. 
• loop invariant(R2) - no incoming arc into the node 
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• self-modifying(Rl) - there exists a sequence of arcs to form a path that starts and 
ends at the same node 
• dependent(R3) - there does not exist a sequence of arcs to form a path that starts 
and ends at the same node 
These characteristics give us an insight on what the self-modifying really means. Based 
on the new ideas, we can generalize our definitions of all predictable registers in next 
section. 
Before we go further, we need to explore more about the register depenency. It is not 
I 
sufficient to consider the given set of directed register dependencies individually. Rather, 
we need to consider all the implying register dependency, i.e. the closure of register 
dependency. An inference rule to find the closure of register dependency is shown in 
Definition 5.3. In Table 5.2, the directed register dependencies in Figure 5.3 are shown 
on the left column. By applying the inference rule repeatedly, we can find the closure of 
the given set of register dependencies as shown on the middle column. 
Definit ion 5.3 Closure of Register Dependency 
Let RD be the set of register dependencies and the rule R of inference register 
dependency: if rl ~^ r2 holds and r2 ~> r3 holds, then rl ~> r3 holds. 
The closure of RD is the set of all register dependencies implied by RD 
based on the inference rule R. 
Given RD Closure Comment 
Rl ~> Rl Rl ~> Rl named as (1) 
Rl ^ R3 Rl ~> m named as (2) 
R2 ~> m R2 — R3 named as (3) 
m — RA m ^ M named as (4) 
M — M M ^ RA named as (5) 
Rl — M inferred by (1) and (4) 
R2 ^ R4 inferred by (3) and (4) 
Table 5.2: Closure of a Given Set of Register Dependencies 
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5.2 Generalized Concept of Register 
addRl,4,Rl 
X ' ~ ^ addRl,4,R2 
Y ( i ) \ •  . . - -^ .^ ' -^ - . 
m y : r ^ f ^ ^ ^ r ^ V ^ ^ 
R l ] ^ y sllRl,2,Rl R l addRl,4,Rl R l R 2 
w - . V i i ^ U K ^ / v C ^ ^ 
. . • . • - • . . ..•• 
sllR2,2,Rl 
Figure 5.4: RDG of three self-modifying registers 
Figure 5.4 shows three RDGs and all of them have a self-modifying register R l . The 
self-modifying operation is expressed by one instruction add R1 ,4 ,R1 in the leftmost 
RDG while it is expressed by two instruction in the other two RDGs(refer to Figure 5.1). 
We assume that all instructions are resided inside a loop in each case. Each instruction(or 
the directed edge in Figure 5.4) should be executed once for every loop iteration. The 
execution of instructions might be viewed as a traversal of the directed edges in the RDG 
according to the labelled order. The dotted lines in Figure 5.4 represent the traversal 
paths. All three paths are cyclic paths. From the viewpoint of the register R l , the paths 
( 
start and end at the same register to form a cycle wiping around it. In all the three cases, 
R l is believed to be self-modifying and it is regardless how many instructions are used 
to express the self-modifying operation. Based on the above observation, our definitions 
of predictable registers might need to be refined. 
5.2.1 Cyclic Dependent Register(CDR) 
The previous definition of a self-modifying register in the original RVPT model is limited 
because it does not cover the two cases in Figure 5.1. We show that "self-modifying" does 
not necessarily mean that the modification is carried out by one instruction. However, 
self-modifying registers have a common characteristic that forms a cyclic dependency by 
itself. As a result, we rename the self-modifying register as cyclic dependent register(CDR) 
to give a better definition. 
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Defini t ion 5.4 Cyclic Dependent R e g i s t e r ( C D R ) 
Given a set of register dependencies RD, a register R is cyclic dependent 
register if, starting from R, it forms a cyclic path by traversing the di-
rected edges in the Register Dependency Graph(RDG) of RD, or R ^ R 
is included in the closure of RD. 
Using this new definition, R 1 might be classified as cyclic dependent register in all the 
three cases in Figure 5.4. In spite of that, R 1 has different degrees of cyclic dependency 
in these three cases and we need to distinguish them. The number of dependencies, 
or instructions, formed the cyclic dependency is used to define different levels of cyclic 
dependent register. The higher the level of cyclic dependency register, the more the 




Definit ion 5.5 Level N Cyclic Dependent Register 
(. 
Given a cyclic dependency register R, R is classified to be level N if and 
only if R involves N directed edges to form the cyclic path, or R involves 
N register dependencies to form the cyclic dependency R ^ R. 
According to the new definition, level 1 CDR is equivalent to the self-modifying register 
in original RVPT model. Level 2 CDR and higher level CDR(s), which are not able to be 
recognized by original RVPT model, are now defined. Recalling examples in Figure 5.4, 
we can determine that R 1 is a level 1 CDR in the leftmost RDG and it is a level 2 CDR 
in the other two cases. 
The content of a loop invariant register is not changed in current loop level scope. Its 
next iteration content is equal to its current content. There is no incoming edge into and 
no edge wiping around a loop invariant register in the RDG. Therefore, a loop invariant 
register might be classified as a level 0 CDR. 
The existence of high level CDR is due to the fact that some self-modifying operations 
are too complicated to be expressed by one instruction. Several simple instructions are 
then used to carry out a complicated self-modifying operation. The intermediate regis-
ters are chosen by the compiler according to some specific register allocation schemes. 
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Assuming R 1 is a level n CDR, Table 5.3 indicates all possible register dependencies 
when n = 1,2,3. It is obvious that the higher the level of CDR, the more the possible 
dependencies can be chosen by the compiler. 
Level of CDR Possible Dependencies 
1 Ri — m — 
2 WrTRTTm 
m ~> R2 ~> m 
3 m ^ m ^ Ri "> Ri 
R1 ^ R2 ^ R1 "> Rl 
Rl ^ Rl "> R2 ^ Rl 
Rl •> R2 ~> R2 ~> Rl 
Rl ~> R2 ^ R3 •> Rl 
Table 5.3: Possible Dependencies for Different Level CDR 
5,2.2 Acyclic Dependent Regis ter(ADR) 
After we define the cyclic dependent register, we also need to define the acyclic dependent 
register. An acyclic dependent register is predictable but it is not dependent on its own 
previous value. On the contrary, it depends on the values of other distinct registers. The 
concept of ADR is similar to the concept of dependent register in our original RVPT 
model. 
Definit ion 5.6 Acyclic Dependent Reg i s ter (ADR) 
Given a set of register dependency RD, a register R is acyclic dependent 
register if, starting from R, it does not form a cyclic path by traversing 
the directed edges in the Register Dependency Graph(RDG) of RD, or 
R ~> R is not included in the closure of RD. 
For example, in Figure 5.5, R l and R2 are level 1 CDR and loop invariant respectively. 
Both of them do not depend on R3. On the other hand, R 3 is classified as an acyclic 
dependent register. 
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addRl,4,Rl 
0 ¾ ^ 
W ^ ^ x ^ 
level 1 CDR ^ / \ 
ld[Rl+R2],R3 1 R 3 
r ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
( \ ^ ^ ADR 
R2 ^ 
I v ! y 
Invariant 
I Figure 5.5: ADR Example 
5.3 Program Register Overview 
possibility of 
• • complexity 
existing in program ‘——j ^ : 
n A 
level 3 CDR 
^;JJ^ level 2 CDR 
ADR level 0 CDR level 1 CDR 
Figure 5.6: Overview on Program Register 
Every register in the program might be classified as ADR or CDR based on the associated 
dependencies. Figure 5.6 shows a general overview of all registers in a program loop. 
At the bottom, there are ADR, level 0 CDR(loop invariant) and level 1 CDR. These 
three kinds of registers are dominant in most programs. The upper levels are different 
CDRs associated with more register dependencies. The higher the level of CDR, the 
lower the possibility of its existence in the program. In fact, high level CDRs are not 
commonly found in the program because both programmers and compilers seldomly use 
very complicated operations to update index register used in memory access instruction 
in a loop. 
Our original RVPT model has the capability to identify and predict those registers 
j 
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at bottom level. However, it leaves higher level CDR aside without proper identification 
and prediction. Sucli imperfectness might be overcome to provide a more powerful RVPT 
model that we are going to describe in the next chapter. 
V 
Chapter 6 
Generalized R V P T Model 
From the last chapter, we see that registers in program might be classified into acyclic de-
pendent register(ADR) and different levels of cyclic dependent registers(CDR). In theory, 
all of them can be predicted. However, the original RVPT model proposed in Chapter 4 is 
not able to recognize level 2 or higher level CDRs. Since the effectiveness of data prefetch-
ing scheme depends on the prefetch coverage, extension of the RVPT model to predict 
higher level CDRs can further reduce the memory access latency. In this chapter, we 
define different level RVPT models according to the predictability of the register values. 
A higher level RVPT model can detect higher level CDRs. As the level of RVPT model 
increases, the required hardware by the model will become more complicated. 
6.1 Level N RVPT Model 
Referring to Figure 5.6, program registers might be classified into ADR, level 0 CDR, level 
1 CDR and other higher level CDRs depending on how the register is modified in terms 
of the instruction sequences. However, the original RVPT model proposed in Chapter 4 
can only predict values of ADR, level 0 CDR and level 1 CDR. If data references are 
: composed by CDR whose level is greater than 1, original RVPT model will not be able 
to generate prefetch requests for these references. 
As we said before, the effectiveness of data prefetching scheme depends on the prefetch 
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original RVPT model to identify higher level CDRs and to predict their next loop iteration 
values. Based on which level of CDR the RVPT model can detect upto, we then define 
different level RVPT models in Definition 6.1. Using this definition, original RVPT model 
in Chapter 4 might be classified as level 1 R V P T model. Any higher level RVPT model 
often has larger potential prefetch coverage than the lower level RVPT model does. It 
is because the higher level RVPT model may predict more register values than the lower 
level RVPT model. Figure 6.1 shows the relationship among different level RVPT models 
in terms of the prefetch coverage of data references. 
Definit ion 6.1 Level N R V P T Model 
A RVPT model is classified as level N if and 0nl3, if this model can ident i fy 
register R and predict R's next loop iteration value, where R can be a 
ADR or a level i CDR, and 0 < i < N. 
Data Reference Coverage 
^ ^ g ^ . . 
V^^^#^ 
^ - ^ ^ v e l 3 R W Y ^ ^ 
Figure 6.1: Prefetch Coverage of Data Reference of Different RVPT models 
Level N CDR is composed of N register dependencies which form a cyclic dependency. 
Each dependency is represented by an instruction in the program. We call this set of 
instructions as C D R instructions. Level 1 RVPT model has already provided the basic 
^ 
i identification and prediction methods for three kinds of registers: ADR which is similar 
• to a dependent register, level 0 CDR which is a loop invariant register and level 1 CDR 
) which is a self-modifying register. The hardware model is not difficult to be implemented. 
s^  
r i 
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Level N RVPT model may be implemented by extending the level 1 RVPT model one 
level at a time. That is, given a level N — 1 RVPT model, we can extend it to level N 
RVPT model by 3 steps: 
1. adding mechanism to identify a level N CDR. 
2. adding mechanism to record found level N CDR's instruction sequences. 
3. adding mechanism to predict the value of found level N CDR. 
6.1.1 Identification of Level N C D R 
^ R Bits ^ 
Register /?/ R2 Rj R4 R5 R6—. 
Rl Q ^ ^ X X I X I ^ ^ 
R2 = = = = = = = 
R3 = = = = = = = 
R4 = = = = = = = 
R registers R5 
R6 = = = = = = 
I • • —I - • • ‘ ‘ • -— • 
I I If set to 1, probably CDR 
Figure 6.2: Structure of Register Dependency Mask(RDM) 
One of the possible solutions to identify level N CDR is to use a register dependent 
mask(RDM). We assume the level N CDR is resided inside an innermost loop program. 
The structure of RDM is shown in Figure 6.2. It requires B? bits where R is the total 
number of registers. Each register is associated with a mask in RDM. To make it clear, 
we denote RDM{ to represent the corresponding register dependent mask of register i \ 
and RDMi[j] to represent the bit in the RDMi. Each bit RDMi[j] indicates that 
the value of register i depends on the register j. As a result, when RDM{[i] of register 
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i is set to 1, register i is identified to be a CDR because it 's value depends on itself. 
Moreover, a register LastAddr is used to store the address of the last taken backward 
branch instruction. The mechanism setting the RDM and LastAddr is stated as following: 
1. When an ALU/LOAD instruction with source register Rs and destination Rd is 
executed: 
set RDMnd = RDMus, and set RDMnd[Rs] = 1 
2. When a conditional backward branch instruction is executed and is taken: 
if LastAddr <> current instrcution : 
reset all registers' RDM bits to 0, and set LastAddr=current instruction address 
Example Instruction 
~ " ~ " ^ " " " ^ 
10 add Rl,4,R2 
20 subR2,100,R3 LastAddr RDM 
30 sllR2,4,R4 ^ ^ “ “ i 
40 sra R3,8,R5 after 1st iteration 150 reset ; 
50 ld [R4],R5 after 2nd iteration 150 find Rl is CDR ! 
60 or R3,100,R4 
70 mov R5,R1 j 
• i 
i 
150 ble 10 
I 
Figure 6.3: Program for Register Dependency Mask(RDM) Example . 
• . • . . I 
In the above mechanism, the first condition is used to transit the register dependency 
infromation from the source to the destination register when an ALU/LOAD instruction is 
executed. Each ALU/LOAD instruction specifies a register dependency Rs ~> Rd. Thus, 
RDMnd[Rs] is set to 1 in order to record this register dependency. The second condition 
specifies the reset condition of all registers' masks. LastAddr is used to examine if the 
program is inside the innermost loop. Each time when a new backward branch is taken, 
all registers' RDM is reset so that RDM may record the register dependency inside the 
loop. We use the program in Figure 6.3 and the RDM in Figure 6.4 to show how the | 
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Register /?/ R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 .... Register /g/ R2 R3 R4 R5 R6m. 
Ri pijiQZQzn Ri p z m n ^ 
R2 = = = = = = = R2 = = = = = = = 
R3 = = = = = = = R3 I====== 
R4 = = = = = = = R4 = = = = = = = 
R5 = = = = = = = R5 = = = = = = = 
R6 = = = = = = = R6 = = = = = = = 
« » » • • • 
After executed instruction 10,20,30 After executed instruction 40 
(a) (b) 
Register ^j R2 R3 R4 R5 <^ …. Register /?/ R2 R3 R4 R5 R6:". 
Ri [ i j i ^ ] [ z ^ x x r n Ri _ , , 
R2 = = = = = = = R2 — = = = = = = 
R3 = = = = = = = R3 = = = = = = = 
R4 = = = = = = = R4 = = = = = = = 
R5 = = = = = = = R5 = = = = = = = 
R6 = = = = = = = R6 = = = = = = = 
After executed instruction 50 After executed instruction 60,70 
(c) (d) 
Figure 6.4: Register Dependency Mask(RDM) Example 
6.1.2 Recording C D R instructions of Level N C D R 
After a CDR is identified, its CDR instructions should be recorded for the next prediction 
process. It can be done by using an instruction entry bufFer(IEB). IEB should contain 
N buffer entries in order to record level N CDR instructions. The maxinium number of 
buffer entries required is equal to R * N, where R is the total number of register. In this 
case, each register is assumed to be associated with its IEB and each IEB can record N 
CDR instructions. Although the hardware complexity is increased as N is increased, we 
I 
expect that N should not be very large. 
The recording process may not be too difficult. Figure 6.5 shows how CDR instruc-
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RDM CDR mask IEB of R1 
Register /?/ R2 Rs R4 R5 R6.... 
Ri i z z r m z " | - * - i 
R2 — — 
R3 = = = = = ~~^~ 
R4 = 
R5 ^ ^ ^ _ 
R6 = = = = = = = = 
add Rl,4 R2 
current instruction 
RDM CDR mask IEB of R1 
Register ^^ R3 R4 R5 R6.... 
R1 _ r i ~ ~ 4 - | a d d R l 4 R2— 
R2 — -
R3 = = = = = = = = 
R4 = = = = = = = ^ ^ — 
R5 = = = = = = = ~~""^= 
R6 = = = = = = = = 
sub R2,100,R3 
current instruction 
Figure 6.5: Recording CDR instructions using RDM 
destination register Rd is executed, an associative search on the column Rd of RDM is 
performed to which registers depends on Rd. For example, when a d d R l , 4 , R 2 is exe-
cuted, R1, R3, R 4 and R 5 are found depending on R2. Since only R 1 is identified to 
be a potential CDR{RDMi[l] is set to 1), add R l , 4 , R 2 will be forward to R l ' s IEB. 
i 
I 
It is not restricted that each register associates with one IEB. To minimize the hard-
ware cost and space, it is possible to have less than R IEBs to share by R register. For 
i 
example, if there are 32 integer registers, the processor may only have have 4 IEB to 
record CDR instructions for the potential CDRs. At run-time, when there are more than I 
1 
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recording CDR instructions. Therefore, some potential CDRs cannot be predicted with-
out an IEB. Moreover, extra associative search is needed to check if a register is assigned 
and it further increases the hardware complexity. As a result, we suggest each register to 
have its IEB to tradeoff the hardware space but gain the simplicity of hardware. 
6.1.3 Predict ion of Level N C D R 
After a level N CDR is identified and its CDR instructions are recorded, the RVPT 
hrdware needs to re-execute the CDR instructions in sequence so as to to predict the 
next iteration value of the level N CDR. The prediction process is not easy and, at this 
moment, there is no scalable generalized hardware model to do so because the complexity 
of prediction and hardware complexity is exponentially increased with the level of CDR. 
In order to predict the value of level N CDR, N operations are executed. That requires 
more functional units to support. Apart from the hardware issue, memory bandwidth is 
another constraint. Each operations consumes some clock cycles. The higher the level 
of the RVPT model, the longer the prodiction time will be. As we known, loading data 
from the next level memory always consumes more clock cycles than an ALU operation 
or LOAD with a cache hit. If several load operations involve in the CDR instructions, the 
prediction might take a very long time. That becomes worse when the prediction process 
is finished after the CDR has been updated in the next loop iteration. All these issues 
limit the practicability of the predcition of the higher level CDR. 
6.2 Level 2 Register Value Prediction Table 
In theory, it is possible to have level 2, 3, or even higher level RVPT model. However, 
they might be feasible but not practical. Furthermore, as the level N is getting larger, 
fewer data structures using the level N CDRs will be found. Consequently, we would 
like to concentrate on level 2 RVPT model because it already covers most common data 
structures, including index array. In addition, the hardware complexity of the level 2 
RVPT model is also not difficult to be implemented with today's VLSI technology. 
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6.2.1 Level 2 R V P T Structure 
The Level 2 RVPT has the same structure as in Chapter 4.2. Only integer registers 
associate with an entry in Level 2 RVPT because memory access instructions only use 
integer registers in their address calculation. Each RVPT entry has the following format 
in Figure 6.6: 
Register 
” , Predict VorA State 
Number 
Figure 6.6: Level 2 RVPT Structure 
• Predict: it is a word size field. Depending on State and VorA bit, this field is 
used to store the predicted value, guessed value, the effective memory address of 
a predicted value, or the effective memory address of guessed value. To minimize 
the hardware cost, this field is also used to store the instruction address in case 
of the guess-invariant state. When the entry is in the unpredict state, this field is 
undefined. 
• VorA: a bit which indicates that Predict stores a datum's value when it is 0, or 
Predict stores a datum's effective address when it is 1 in most states. When the 
entry is in the guess-invariant state, VorA bit must equal to 1 and Predict field 
stores the last instruction address using the register. When the entry is in the 
unpredict state, this field is undefined. 
I 
• State: a three-bit field which specifies the state of the entry. In the RVPT, there 
are 6 different states: two predictable states, one unpredictable state and another 
three transient states for loop invariant, level 1 CDR and level 2 CDR states. The 
following state definitions are also summarized in Table 4.3. The self-modifying state 
is eliminated. It is because self-modifying register is treated as dependent register 
. . , 
on the Level 2 RVPT model. To minimize the hardware cost, it is also unnecessary 
to have two separate states for level 1 and level 2 CDRs. If a register is found to 
be either level 1 or level 2 CDR, it will transit to the dependent-modify state after 
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the confirmation. Nevertheless, an extra state must be added to indicate that the 
register is guessed to be a level 2 CDR. Thus, there are totally 6 different states: 
1. unpredict: specifies that the register is unpredictable. Both Predict and VorA 
bit are undefined in this state. 
2. guess-invariant: is transient state for invariant state when the RVPT suspects 
that the register is invariant. In this state, VorA bit must equal to 1 and 
Predict contains the last instruction address using the register as its source 
register. 
3. invariant: is transitted from guess-invariant state after the confirmation of 
the predicted value. A register in this state is loop invariant and predictable. 
VorA bit must equal to 0 and Predict stores current register value, which is 
also equal to its predicted value. 
4. guess-11: the register is guessed to be a level 1 CDR. If VorA bit equals to 0, 
Predict would store the guessed value. Otherwise, VorA bit might equal to 1 
and Predict stores the effective address of the guessed value. 
5. guess-l2: the register is guessed to be a level 2 CDR. If VorA bit equals to 0, 
Predict would store guessed value. Otherwise, VorA bit might equal to 1 and 
Predict store the effective address of guessed value. 
6. dependent-modify: the register is specified to be modified an instruction hav- i 
ing one or two predictable source register(s). Register in this state might be [ 
i 
acyclic dependent register(ADR), level 1 and level 2 cyclic dependent regis-
ter(CDR). If VorA bit equals to 0, Predict would stored the predicted value. 
Otherwise, VorA bit will be equal to 1 and Predict store the effective address 
of the predicted value. 
I 
f^  f ( t: 
I If 
f. [• [ 
I' 
t 
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6.2.2 Identification of Level 2 C D R 
To identif}^ level 2 CDR, we use simple executed instruction hxif[ei{EIB). EIB records the 
instruction opcode, source and destination register names of the most recently executed 
ALU and LOAD instructions. The buffer entries are organized as a FIFO queue. Each 
newly executed instruction is appended to the end of the buffer while the least recent 
entry is discarded. For convenience purpose, we formally define it in Definition 6.2. 
Definit ion 6.2: Executed Instruction Buf^er{EIB) 
We denote the EIB entries as (^EI1,EI2..,ElEiBSiZE), where EIBSIZE is 
the buffer size and ElEiBSiZE store the latest EIBSIZE executed instruc-
tion. 
Definit ion 6.3: Condition of Level 2 Cyclic Dependency 
I Given current instruction I and executed instruction buffer EIB, a entry EIi 
in the EIB forms cyclic dependency with I i fand only if, S0URCE(£7 , )=DEST( / ) 
and SOURCE(/)-DEST(^; / , ) , where SOURCE(:r) and DEST(x) is the 
source and destination register of instruction x respectively. 
When an instruction is executed, EIB is responsible to determine, according to Defi-
nition 6.3, if current instruction would form a level 2 cyclic dependency with any executed 
instruction stored in the EIB. For example, Figure 6.7 shows how the EIB can detect the 
. level 2 CDR R l in the example program. An associative search would be performed from j 
‘ 
‘ the destination register to source registers of all EIB^s entries. Another associative search 
‘ . . . . I 
^ would be performed from source register to destination registers of all EIB^s entries. If [ 
V P 
i . . . [ 
s the search results are pointing to the same entry, that executed instruction in that entry i 
> . • [ 
I is found to form a level 2 cyclic dependency with current instruction. Moreover, EIB not | 








t. f 1 
-• 
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Instruction EIB 
10 add R3,l ,R3 Source Destination other instruction 
20 add R l , 4, R2 Register Register information 
30 ld [R3+100],R5 
40 sll R2,4,R1 10 R3 |^ 
60 …. 20 Rl R2 • 
30 R3 ^ 
R l R2 
current instruction Current instruction Current instruction 
40 sll R2,4,R1 Destination Register Source Register 
Figure 6.7: Executed Instruction Buffer(EIB) Example 
6.2.3 Control Scheme of Level 2 R V P T 
The Level 2 RVPT model is to set the entries' state and to predict the next loop interation 
value based on the current instruction and the original entries' state. The transition 
mechanism is defined according to the characteristic of the predictable registers. 
Definit ion 6.4: Readily Predictable 
A register is readily predictable if and only if it's in dependent-modify or in-
variant state, and its VorA in RVPT is 0. 
‘ i 
The Level 2 RVPT control scheme is described as following. It is quite similar to ' 
original RVPT control scheme in Chapter 4.2. For convenience purpose, we use source_reg 
and dest_reg to represent the source register and destination register of current instruction [ 
respectively. Moreover, PC denotes the program counter and EA represents the effective 
address of the memory access instruction. 
i 
. . . . Initialization: 
All RVPT entries' State=={unpredict}. 
I 
A > 
i . . . i 
For each ALU/LOAD/STORE instruction executed, checking is performed as follows: 
r } ' 
‘ 1. For each source register, source_reg, of the instruction: 
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(a) Confirmation of wise guess of invariant 
If source_reg's State={guess-invariant} and P red ic t=cur ren t PC : 
set source_reg's State={invariant}, VorA=0, P red ic t=cur ren t source_reg value. 
(b) Wise guess of invariant register 
If source_reg's Sta te={unpredict} , OR 
source_reg's State={guess-invariant} and Pred ic t<cur ren t PC : 
set source_reg's State={guess-invariant}, V o r A = l , Predict=current PC. 
2. For the destination register, dest_reg, of the instruction, the instruction type is 
checked and the following actions will be taken: 
I (a) A L U instruct ion(/ ) has one or two source register(s) and one destination { . . . 
I register. After it is executed: 
J i. Dependent register prediction 
I 
If all source_reg(s) is/are readily predictable : 
set dest_reg's State={dependent-modify}, VorA=0, re-execute the same 
' ALU operation using source_reg's P r e d i c t and put the result into the 
dest_reg's P r e d i c t . 
ii. Confirmation of wise guess of level 1 CDR 
: If one of sourcejreg=dest_reg, dest_reg's State={guess-ll}, dest_reg's VorA=0, 
t. 
« Predict=dest .xeg's content, and the other source_reg, if any, is readily pre-
4 >1 
dictable : 
I set dest_reg's State={dependent-modify}, VorA=0, re-execute the same 
I 
ALU operation using dest_reg's content and the other source_reg's P r e -
dict , if any, and put the result into the dest_reg's P r e d i c t . 
iii. Wise guess of level 1 CDR 
i: 
If [one of source_reg=dest_reg, dest_reg's State={unpredict,guess-ll} and 
the other source_reg, if any, is readily predictable : 
set dest_reg's State={guess-ll}, VorA=0, re-execute the same ALUopev-
ation using dest_reg's content and other source_reg's P r e d i c t , if any, and I 
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put the result into the dest_reg's P r e d i c t . 
iv. Confirmation of wise guess of level 2 CDR 
If there exists an EIi that forms cyclic dependency with I, dest_reg's 
State={guess-12}, dest_reg's VorA==0, Predict=dest_reg s content and 
the other source_reg, if any, is readily predictable : 
set dest_reg's State={dependent-modify}, VorA=0 , re-execute E!i and 
I using dest_reg,s content and the other source_reg's P r e d i c t , if any, and 
put the result into the dest_reg's P r e d i c t . 
V. Wise guess of level 2 CDR 
If there exists an EIi that forms cyclic dependence with I, dest_reg's 
State={unpredict , guess-12} and the other source_reg, if any, is readily 
predictable : 
set dest_reg's State={guess-12}, VorA=0, re-execute EIi and I using 
dest_reg's content and other source_reg's P r e d i c t , if any, and put the 
result into the dest_reg's P r e d i c t . 
vi. Unpredictable 
Otherwise: set dest_reg's State={uripredict} 
(b) L O A D i n s t r u c t i o n ( / ) has one or two source register(s) and one destination 
register, similar to the ALU case. After it is executed: 
, i 
I i. Dependent register prediction 
If all source_reg(s) is/are readily predictable : 
'j 
set dest_reg's State={dependent-modify}, V o r A = l , calculate the EA us- j 
ing P r e d i c t of source_reg(s), and then put the EA into the dest_reg's 
[ 
P r e d i c t and prefetch the line using EA. 
. . i ii. Confirmation of wise guess of level 1 CDR j 
If one of source_reg=dest_reg, dest_reg's State={guess-ll}, the other 
source_reg, if any, is readily predictable , and [ 
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A. either dest_reg's V o r A = l and P r e d i c t = E A of LOAD instruction;. 
OR 
r B| • 
B. [dest_reg's V o r A = 0 and Predict=dest_reg's contentJJ: 
set dest_reg's State={dependent-modify}, V o r A = l , calculate the EA us-
ing dest_reg's content and the other source_reg's P r e d i c t , if any, and then 
put the EA into the dest_reg's Predict and prefetch the line using EA. 
iii. Wise guess of level 1 CDR 
If one of source_reg=dest_reg, dest_reg s State={unpredict ,guess-l l} and 
the other soiirce_reg, if any, is predictable : 
set dest_reg's State={guess-11}, VorA= !, calculate the EA using dest_reg's 
content and the other source_reg's P r e d i c t , if any, and then put the EA 
into dest_reg's P r e d i c t . 
iv. Confirmation of wise guess of level 2 CDR 
If there exists an EIi that forms cyclic dependency with I, dest_reg's 
State={guess-12}, the other source_reg, if any, is readily predictable , and 




B. dest_reg's VorA=0 and Predict=dest_reg's content : 
L ^ ^ aJ J 
set dest_reg's State={dependent-modify}, V o r A = l , re-execute EIi and I 
y f 
to calculate the EA by using dest_reg's content and the other source_reg's [ 
I 
: P r e d i c t , if any, then put it into the dest_reg's P r e d i c t and prefetch the 
i 
I line using EA. 
V. Wise guess of level 2 CDR 
If there exists an EIi that forms cyclic dependence with I, dest_reg s 
State={unpredict , guess-12} and the other source_reg, if any, is readily 
predictable : 
set destj:eg s State={guess-12}, V o r A = l , re-execute EIi and I to calcu-
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if any, and then put the EA into the dest_reg's P r e d i c t , 
vi. Unpredictable 
Otherwise: set dest_reg's Sta te={unpredic t} 
(c) S T O R E instruction has one or two source register(s) and it does not modify 
.:'i. 
its destination register: 
i. Dependent register prediction 
If all source_reg(s) is/are readily predictable : 
calculate the EA using Predict of source_reg(s) and prefetch the line using 
EA. 
6.2.4 Example of Index Array 
Assembly program: Source C program: 
10 sll y.o2,l,y.g2 int SUM(struct STAFF_REC *staff, 
20 add y.g2,y.o2,y.g2 int *NextIndex, int HeadIndex){ 
30 sll y.g2,3,y.g2 
40 add y.o3,y.g2,y.g2 int i, total=0; 
50 ld r/,g2+20] ,y.g3 for ( i=HeadIndex i =-1 i=NextIndex [i]) 
60 sll y.o2,2,y,g2 total+=staff [i] . salary; 
70 ld [%ol+y.g2] ,y.o2 return total; 
80 cmp y.o2,-l } 
90 bne 10 
100 add y.o0,y.g3,y.o0 
‘ i } 
• 
: Figure 6.8: Index Array Program j 
.1 The program in Figure 6.8 sums up the salary of stafF records organized as an index 
{ array. The compiled assembly code contains one main loop from 10 to 100. There are two 
memory access instructions at line 50 and 70. The content of the source register %o2 is 
changed in a random pattern and so the data access pattern in terms of memory address 
. . , . 
is irregular. Examining the loop carefully, we can easily notice %o2 and % o l actually are 
level 2 CDR and level 0 CDR respectively while most of the other registers are dependent 
registers. 
To illustrate how the level 2 RVPT works in this case, we assume the first six array 
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salary Array Index 
attribute 100 \ 
address start \ 
I • Address \ 
1020 size 24 0 125 \ 
ZZZZ zV\ 
1620 100 _ ^ M 
2220 200 25 i \ ^ 
= : ) ) 3420 400 _ 0 _ ^ / / 
4020 600 50 
Figure 6.9: Memory Location and Organization of Index Array Example 
of each array record must be stored in the Index of the previous array record. Initially, 
%o2 is assigned to 100. The relevant RVPT entries during the first four iterations are 
shown in Table 6.1. In the first two iterations, %ol and %o3 are found to be a loop 
invariant register. With the assistance of the EIB, %o2 is guessed to be a level 2 CDR 
in the second iteration. It is confirmed to be a level 2 CDR in the third iteration and a 
prefetch request is then generated to access the predicted value of %o2. We assume the 
predicted value may come back in time before the fourth iteration begins. If so, a prefetch 
request might be also genreated when line 50 is executed. 
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Register Content Predict VorA State Comment 
Before 1st iteration 
01 0 - - unpredict 
02 100 - - unpredict 
03 1000 - - unpredict 
After 1st Iteration | 
01 0 - - guess-invarnt set by 70 
0 2 0 - - -
03 1000 - - guess-invarnt set by 40 
After 2nd Iteration 
01 0 0 0 invariant set by 70 
02 125 600 1 guess-12 set by 70 
03 1000 1000 0 invariant set by 40 
After 3rd Iteration 
01 0 0 0 invariant 
02 50=[600] 200 1 dependent-modify confirmed by 70 
prefetch request generated ‘ 
03 1000 1000 0 invariant j 
Before 4th Iteration 
^1 fO 0 0 invariant i 
t 
02 50 25 0 dependent-modify assumed the predicted value 
i' 
returns in time ' 
03 1000 1000 0 invariant «] 
4th Iteration after line 50 ” 
01 0 0 0 invariant “' 
02 50 25 0 dependent- modify 
03 1000 1000 0 invariant 
g2 2200 1600 0 dependent-modify set by line 10 to 40 
using %o2 predicted value 
g3 [2220] 1620 1 dependent-modify set by line 50 
prefetch request generated 
Table 6.1: Level 2 RVPT table for Index Array Program 
Chapter 7 
Performance Evaluation 
7.1 Evaluation Methodology 
7.1,1 Trace-Drive Simulation 
To show the potential of our proposed models, trace driven simulation will be conducted. 
One major difficulty of the simulation is to collect the traces. Traditional traces do not 
have the information of mern0r3^ contents. However, our RVPT models not only fetch the 
memory block into the cache, but also redirect the prefetch address content into a RVPT 
entry for future prediction. Thus, our trace generator needs to have built-in functions to 
access program memory instead of keeping track of the referenced address only. Since the 
address of a prefetch request is determined by the RVPT model at runtime, we have to 
embed the RVPT model into the trace generator. Unfortunately, most trace generators 
do not provide us such function to access abitrary memory content. As a result, we 
chose the GNU Debugger[18] as a basic platform to design our own trace generator(GDB-
Tracer). GNU Debugger is a free sofware for academic purposes and its source code 
is available for us to modify and to integrate the RVPT model in it. Moreover, some 
important functions, such as process control, reading register/memory values, etc., are 
already built-in, so we need not rewrite all these functions. In addition, GNU Debugger 
supports different machine platforms so that it is easier for us to do simulation on different 
machines in future. 
66 
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Benchmarks are instrumented on SPARCstation 5/10/1000/2000 using the GDB-
Tracer. As shown in Figure 7.1, GDB-Tracer is embedded with a RVPT model. The 
GDB-Tracer controls the exeuction of the benchmarks program. It reads the instruction 
address, instruction content, register contents after the instruction is executed. Based 
on these information, the embedded RVPT model generates a memory address to ex-
amine the program memory space. The instruction address, instruction content, register 
contents and returned memory content are saved to a traces file for later simulations. 
/ • \ 




Benchmark ^^ Trace 
P - g - - ^ ^ ^ Fi.e 
instruction address 
register contents 
1 J GDB-Trace7j "[ , 
control 
Figure 7.1: GDB-Tracer using GNU GDB 
The RVPT model is designed for both regular and irregular data access applications. 
Therefore, we have two types of benchmarks for our simulation. We chose 5 kernel pro-
grams from the NASA7 of SPEC92^ to represent the regular data access application 
because it is a well-known benchmark for array access with constant strides. On the 
other hand, since there is no irregular data access program provided by the SPEC92 or 
other authorities, we need to write these benchmark by ourselves. The irregular data ac-
cess benchmarks were written according to some relational query processing benchmarks, 
used in the VLDB paper[l], which have a lots of random data references. After the trace 
files are generated, simulations results are collected at the clock cycle level for different 
cache configurations. 
^SPEC is a trademark of the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation. 
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7A.2 Architectural Method 
Base Architecture 
For comparison purpose, we use a baseline architecture consisting of a 32-bit processor 
and data cache with 16K bytes, block size 16 bytes and set-associativity 2. All SPARC 
processors use register windowing so we assume the number of register windows of the 
baseline processor to be 8. Therefore, there are totally 128 registers (8 global registers+8*8 
local registers+8*8 in/out registers-8) and the RVPT will have 128 entries. In all cases, 
the cache is nonoverlapped and the processor will be stalled on a cache miss. It uses 
LRU block replacement policy and employs write back policy. An ideal write-back buffer 
is used for replaced dirty data lines. An ideal next level memory is assumed (i.e. no 
data reference miss). Furthermore, we only concentrate on the contribution of cycle 
per instruction(CPI) due to data access. Instruction reference effect is ignored in our 
simulation. Each instruction is also assume to be executed in one cycle. 
Memory access operations are assumed to be blocking while prefetch operations are 
not. It also means that the cache miss triggered by a prefetch request does not stall the 
processor. The interface between the processor and the cache can handle one data access 
at each clock cycle and, in case of a hit, the load latency is one clock cycle. We assume, 
conservatively, that a demand fetch in progress cannot be aborted and a cache miss will 
be given priority over the prefetch requests. 
Data bus bandwidth is assumed to be equal to the instruction/data word length. The 
initial memory latency is assumed to be 6 clock cycle for access of the first word and the 
subsequent transfer time is 1 clock cycle per word. Thus, the miss penalty of cache miss 
depends on the cache line size. 
Extensions for Prefetching 
Multiple memory prefetch requests can be presented simultaneously by using a prefetch 
queue. Each newly generated prefetch request would be checked if the request line is 
already in the cache or the queue before it is appended to the queue. A request in the 
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prefetch queue will be issued when the data bus is free. The prefetched line will be placed 
in the data cache. 
In the RVPT model, a prefetch request is generated when the source register(s) of 
current LOAD/STORE instruction is/are in a predictable state. In case of a LOAD 
instruction, the prefetch action would not only fetch the line from the memory to the 
cache, but also transfer the word content of the prefetch address to the Predict field of 
the destination register's RVPT entry. Then, RVPT may make use of this predicted value 
to predict other register values or generate prefetch requests. This assumption is feasible 
because most nowadays processors have on-chip cache which is accessible by the prefetch 
unit. 
When a LOAD instruction depends on a predictable register whose predicted value 
is waiting for another prefetch request to complete, no prefetch action for the newly 
requested data will be generated. As shown in Figure 7.2, R 0 is easily found to be 
predictable, so a prefetch request is generated for R 1 using RO,s predicted value. At that 
time, R 1 is predictable but is not ready until the prefetching is completed. If the second 
LOAD instruction is executed before the prefetch line is returned, no prefetch for register 
R 1 would be generated. This situation often occurs in the index register(Rl) of two 
dimensional arrays and linked list pointers. To improve the efficiency of the RVPT model, 
we extend the feature of the prefetch queue to support dependent prefetch request(DPR). 
. Prefetch 
Action Pesudo Assembly Code Address Reg 
n ~ ~ ^ * ^ ~ ~ ~ Ri 
mci add R0,4, R0 ^ ^ 
load Array[i][] ld [RO+DO],RK^^^ 
load Array[i][10] i^ [Rl+Dl],R2 
I I 
Figure 7.2: No Prefetch for Predictable Register 
i 
The prefetch address of a DPR is depending on the predicted value, which is waiting 
I f o r previously issued prefetch request to be completed, of a predictable register. After 
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Prefetch 
Pesudo Assembly Code Address Reg. Type 
^ ^ ..… R1 NORMAL 
add R0,4, R0 ^ ^ 
^ . ^ j D1 R1 DPR 
ld [RO+DO], R r ^ ^ 
ld [R1+D1], R2 
_ J 
(a) Prefetch Queue Before R1 Prefetch Completed 
Prefetch 
Address Reg. Type 
R1 predict value +D1 - NORMAL 
(b) Prefetch Queue After R1 Prefetch Completed 
Figure 7.3: Dependent Prefetch Request(DPR) Example 
the previously issued prefetch is completed, the word content of its prefetch address not 
only is transmited to P r e d i c t field of the corresponding RVPT entry, but also is used 
to re-calculate(e.g. add or subtract operations) the actual prefetch address of the DPR. 
Thereafter, DPR will become a normal prefetch and is ready to be issued. DPR will 
record the displacement of the prefetch address and which register it depends on. For 
example, in Figure 7.3(a) and (b), it shows how the DPR is used to prefetch the R 2 
content. 
7.1.3 Benchmarks and Metrics 
As mentioned earlier, benchmarks were choosen from both regular and irregular data ‘ 
I 
access applications. Most scientific computation benchmarks mainly consist of constant 
i 
stride data references. For the regular data access applications, NASA7 from the SPEC92 |' 
i 
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kernels, we selected 5 of them and studied each of them separately( CFFT2D, CHOLSKY, 
EMIT, GMTRY, MXM). Moreover, as all these benchmarks are written in FORTRAN 
language, we also rewrote the MXM kernel in C language using the same 4-way unrolling 
for comparsion purpose. 
Benchmark Description ~~~Input Data S e t ~ 
CFFT2D — complex radix 2 FFT on 2D array 128x256 matrix 
CHOLSKY Cholesky decomposition in parallel on a set 250 4x40 matrices 
of input matrices 
EMIT create new vortices according to certain 100x5 matrix 
boundary conditions • 
GMTRY set up arrays for a vortex method solution 100x5 matrix 
and performs Gaussian elimination on the 
resulting arrays 
MXM matrix multiply 256x128 matrix 
multiply by 
a 128x64 matrix 
MXM-C version C version of MXM following NASA 4-way 256x128 matrix 
unrolled matrix multiply routine multiple by 
a 128x64 matrix 
Merge Sort merge sort[16] a relation organized as 100000 tuples 
Relation linked list according to the record key 
Sort Merge Join sort two relations by their keys and then 2x50000 tuples 
merge thern together by their keys 
Hash Join hash two relations by their keys and join 2x50000 tuples 
together by that key 
Sort Aggregate sort one relation by its key and aggregate 100000 tuples 
same record key 
Hash Aggregate hash one relation by its key and aggregate 100000 tuples 
same record key 
Linked List traverse linked list for an aggregate function 100000 records 
B+ Tree traverse B+ Tree for an aggregate function 100000 records 
Index Array traverse index array for an aggregate function 100000 records 
_ • - - " ——_•_•_._•• I • I ‘ '•“““ • ‘ ‘ • I I...I— 
Table 7.1: Description of Benchmarks 
There has not been much study on irregular data access applications. Becuase of 
I the lack of available benchmarks, we wrote the irregular data access applications. In 
. . : 
: database community, the query accesses lots of data with poor locality. This fits into 
• 
our requirements of the irregular data access applications. We have written 5 common 
I 
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relational query processing operations(Sorting, Join and Aggregate) in C / C + + languages 
based on a VLDB paper[l]. The first benchmark sorts a relation with 100000 tuples using 
merge sort algorithm[16]. Each tuple is 100 bytes long. Each relation is organized as a 
linked list and is generated in such a manner that each tuple key is randomly assigned. 
Moreover, all tuples of relations ha,ve been already arranged in random order before the 
start o f t he simulation. Therefore, the traversal of tuples may not have regular data access 
pattern. The second and the third benchmarksjoin two relations with 500000 tuples each. 
One of them uses sort merge join algorithm while the other uses a hash join algorithm. 
The joined relation has about 70000 tuples. For the aggregate processing, another two 
benchmarks were also written to process one relation with 100000 tuples, 
i Besides, we also wrote three benchmarks that traverse data with complicated struc-
I tures. These data structures are believed to be complex and their data access patterns 
j are difficult to be predicted, linked list and B+ tree are commonly found in most object-
4 oriented and database applications respectively. With the popularity of those applications, 
I these two data structure will be used more frequently in future. The last one is an index 
_ I 
z array, also called linked list in array, that was used in older but widely-used computer 
_ 
j languages, such as FORTRAN, COBOL, and BASIC, since they do not provide facilities 
‘ for dynamic storage allocation or pointers. 
I Benchmarks were instrumented on SPARCstation 5/10/1000/2000 with Solaris 2.4 OS. 
— 
4 We compiled these benchmarks with GNU C / C + + compiler with optimization options. ‘ 
1 The details of the name, description and input data set of the benchmarks are shown in 
_ • 
_ Table 7.1. Table 7.2 shows the number of instructions and the data references categories. f 
2 Each memory data reference has source register(s) which is originally depending on a f 
5 I 
I certain level of CDR. The columns below the data references show the proportions of data 1 
“ • 
m 
I references(weighted by their frequencies) based on which level cyclic dependent registers -
• ‘ 




1. Data references based on level 0 CDR are zero stride memory access. 
I r 
2. There are three different categories of data references based on level 1 CDR: | 
1 
i 
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(a) if the level 1 CDR is modified by ALU operation such as add, subtract oper-
ations, the data references have constant(or regular) stride access pattern and 
the stride difference is a linear function. 
(b) if the level 1 CDR is modified by ALU operation such as shift left, and opera-
tions, the data references have non-constant(or irregular) stride access pattern 
but the stride difference is able to be expressed by a linear growth function. 
(c) if the level 1 CDR is modified by load operation, the data references most 
likely have non-constant stride access pattern, or random access pattern, and 
the stride difference or addresss must not be expressed by any linear function. 
3. similarly, data references based on level 2 CDR always have irregular and non-linear 
data access pattern. 
Based on Table 7.2, we found that benchmarks with irregular data access have a larger 
portion of data references based on high level CDRs than benchmarks with constant stride. 
There is over 90% of the data references of NASA benchmarks belonging to zero(level 0) 
or constant stride(tlie first category of level 1) data, access. In these benchmarks, there are 
nearly no data references that are based on level 1 CDR or level 2 CDR. On the opposite, 
query processing benchmarks have an average of over 50% of the data references belonging 
l.; 
I to level 1 or level 2 CDR. Index array data structure is so complicated that most of all 
I its data reference are based on level 2 CDR. In addition, understanding the composition 
K^; 
of each benchmark let us to choose an appropriate level of RVPT model to reduce the 
V' ; '}. 
.:i ‘. 
memory latency of different applications. i 
Traditional data prefetching schemes may have significant improvement on those 
t NASA benchmarks because of the high proportion of constant stride or regular data 
references. However, some applications, such as query processing applications, only have 
a small portion of constant stride or zero stride data references and the traditional schemes 
I . . 
lose their effectiveness on this kind of applications. The selection of the RVPT level should i i 
• j 
• depend on the kinds of data structures that are expected to be found in the targetted 
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The results of our experiments are presented in terms of cycle per instruction due to 
memory acesses(MCPI). Tlie MCPI due to data access penalty is obtained as follows: 
MCPI — total data access penalty 
data access — number of instructions executed 
The reason for choosing MCPI as a metric instead of the miss rate or the average 
effective access time is that MCPI can reflect the actual stall time observed by the pro-
cessor. In the figures, we also give the percentage of the data access penalty reduced by 
the prefetching scheme. This percentage number is computed as: 
% of penalty reduced = data penalty ,e-data penalty,,e/e.c. 
data penaltycac/ie ‘ 
7.2 General Result 
In this section, we present our experimental results that show the potentials of the 
prefetching schemes. Experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of level 
1 and level 2 RVPT. They are compared with no prefetch scheme, conventional prefetch 
scheme(i.e. prefetch on miss), and the Chen's new hardware Reference Pattern Table 
with 64 entries using fully-associative organizatiori[5]. Although T.F.Chen had proposed 
( 
to embed default prefetch with RPT, we do not do so for both RVPT and Chen's schemes 
;t 
because we want to know the improvement of each data prefetching scheme solely for fair : 
comparison purpose. The comparisons were performed on all fourteen benchmarks. r 
r 
Figure 7.4 shows the simulation results of all benchmarks under the configuration of our 
baseline architecture(16 K cache size, 16 bytes line size and 2 set-associativity). A vertical 
line is used to separate the constant stride(or regular, left-hand side) and non-constant 
stride(or irregular, right-hand side) data access applications. Before we explain the results, 
let us examine two factors affecting the efficiency of a data prefetching scheme. A good 
, 
I data prefetching scheme ma3, have a large prefetch coverage and its prefetch requests are 
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1. accu racy : If a data prefetching scheme is accurate, it means that the prefetched 
data will be referenced in a later time. 
2. p r e f e t c h coverage: As we said before, if t he prefetch coverage of a data prefetching 
scheme is high, the number of potential prefetch requests that can be generated by 
the scheme are large. 
The results show that all the prefetching schemes always perform better than the 
pure cache scheme(with no prefetch). Among three data prefetching schemes, the RVPT 
I prefetching scheme improves the performance in both regular and irregular data access ap-
^ plications. It is the most generic data prefetching model compared with others. Prefetch-
-^ 
I on-miss has less improvement compared with the other two prefetching schemes in both 
® regular and irregular data access applications. Although Chen's model has a superior 
i 
I performance than RVPT in regular data access applications, it does not work properly in 
^ most irregular data access applications. In some benchmarks, it even performs worse than 
• 
wm. 
J the prefetch-on-miss scheme does. In addition, the results also show higher level RVPT 
I model has better performance than lower level RVPT model. 
1 1 
I 7.2.1 Constant Stride or Regular Data Access Applications 
I 
I For constant stride applications, we further divide the benchmarks into three groups: 1) 
=•“ « 
1 RVPT performs as well as others prefetching scheme, 2) RVPT does not perform as well : 
m. 
. 
“ as others prefetching scheme, and 3) RVPT performs no effect at all. 
I 
I The first group includes MXM, MXM C version, EMIT and CFFT2D benchmarks, in : 
ss. 
= which RVPT models have a good performance improvement, a reduction in data access 
- ^ 
I penalty in the range of 43% to 94%. The MCPI penalty of RVPT models is slightly larger p 
I than that of the Chen's model. The difference is due to the number of states used to 
i identify and confirm the predictable registers. RVPT and Chen's models have similar 
1 state transition mechanism on table entries. In Chen's model, an extra transient state 
1 indicates the state of "uncertain". In case of a nested loop or forward branch, the valuable L 
1 table entry is not dicarded directly but transits to transient state if it is no longer valid. 
:;•:•• 
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Therefore, the entry can be restored later without starting from the unpredicatable state 
agian. Under the similar situation, RVPT model would restart the predication because of 
the lack of transient state. However, the difference between RVPT and Chen's is so small, 
within 7%, that we may consider both schemes to have similar performance improvement. 
The second group is formed by the CHOLSKY benchmark only, in which RVPT 
models also have over 58% performance improvement. Unlike the first group, RVPTs 
cannot catch up the improvement of Chen's model. The explanation is the same as those 
in the first group. The failure of catching up the improvement of Chen's model is because 
the occurence of nested loops in CHOLSKY is much higher than other NASA benchmarks. 
The third group consists of the GMTRY benchmark. All selected data prefetching | 
schemes have no obvious improvement on this benchmark. Refering to Table 7.2, over 
90% of the data references of GMTRY belong to zero stride or constant stride data access. 
Careful study shows that the data, access penalty is mainly caused by the first access of 
the data, i.e. compulsory misses. Since hardware data prefetching schemes are based on 
. 
the history of the data references, it is very difficult for them to eliminate the compulsory 
miss penalty. 
In addition, comparing the MXM(FORTRAN) and MXM C version benchmarks, we i 
found that the data access penalty of MXM C version benchmark is three times of that of 
MXM behcmark(with no prefetch). This result implies that the data access penalty of a S 
V 
: program is sensitive to the data structure used in the program even using the similar algo- -
I i 
1 rithm. It justifies our motivation to extend the prefetch coverage of the data prefetching | 
to handle different complex data structures. H 
In summary, the RVPT model is shown to be effective when compared with traditional t 
f' 
prefetching schemes. The fact that it does not perform as good as Chen's model does is j 
due to the difference in the prediction mechanism. Though the addition of extra state [j 
f 
may solve the problem, it would incur higher hardware complexity and limit the feasibility | 
. t. 
of generalized RVPT model(because both the hardware and mechanism complexities are 
exponentially increased as going to higher level of RVPT model). As a result, we decide 
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7.2.2 Non-constant Stride or Irregular Data Access Applica-
tions 
We also divide the non-constant stride benchmarks into three groups: 1) RVPT performs 
performs the best among the schemes,' 2) RVPT yields a good or moderate performance 
improvement but not the best scheme, and 3) only level 2 RVPT scheme has the best 
improvement. 
The first group includes Merge Sort Relation, Sort Merge Join, Sort Aggregate, Hash 
Aggregate, Linked List and B+ Tree. Refering to Table 7.2, less than 40% of the data 
references belong to zero or constant stride. Most of its data references are based on 
higher level CDR. The results show that the data access penalty is successfully reduced 
by 40% to 96% using RVPT models. On the contrary, Chen's model has less than 3% im-
provement on average in these benchmarks. It is because Chen's model does not generate 
prefetch requests for non-constant stride data, accesses. As a matter of fact, prefetch-
on-miss scheme even performs better than Chen's model does in Hash Aggregate, Sort 
Aggregate, Linked List and B+ Tree benchmarks. We further explain this by the factors: 
accuracy and prefetch coverage. Chen's scheme is an accurate data prefetching scheme 
but its prefetch coverage is restricted to constant stride data access, so there is not many 
prefetch requests that can be generated. Although prefetch-on-miss is not an accurate , 
data prefetching scheme, its prefetch coverage is so large that the number of prefetch 
requests generated by it is more than that of Chen's. This effect may overcome the dis-
advantage of inaccuracy of prefetch-on-miss and result a good performance improvement. 
There is only one Hash Join benchmark in the second group. In Hash Join benchmark, 
RVPT models reduce the data access penalty by about 32% while prefetch-on-miss and 
Chen's schemes have 26% and 37% improvement respectively. The results are surprising 
I 
as we expect that the RVPT models would perform much better than Chen's model would. 
I - i 
I i 
^ There are two reasons for this result. First, because the references in scalar or zero stride | 
categories dominates, the possibility for RVPT models to have outstanding preformance 
over Chen's model is limited. Second, the RVPT models do not make further prediction ‘ 
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if predicted value of source predictable register is not ready. This situation happens on 
the index register in Hash Join benchmark so that the RVPT models fail to predict the 
next iteration value of that index register. Therefore, some potential prefetch requests 
are restrained. 
! 
The last group is the Index Array benchmark. Refering to Table 7.2, the data refer-
ences of Index Array are mainly references with zero stride and level 2 CDRs. Similar 
to GMTRY, any hardware data prefetching scheme cannot resolve the complusory miss 
triggered by zero stride data access. In this benchmark, Chen's model and level 1 RVPT 
do not reduce the data access penalty. This indicates that these two schemes are unable 
to recognize the non-linear reference pattern formed by level 2 CDR. The prefetch-on-miss 
scheme still has 29% improvement because of the spatial effect of the prefetch lines. And, 
the level 2 RVPT scheme has the best improvement of about 43%. Chen's and level 1 
RVPT schemes have no effect at all and perform worse than prefetch-on-miss. We can 
also explain this by similar explanation of about that the Chen's scheme performs worse | 
than prefetch-on-miss in most irregular data access applications. i 
In summary, the result shows that RVPT models perform the best in most random 
fi 
data access benchmarks. Level 2 RVPT model always performs better than level 1 RVPT : 
, i 
model in all case. The selection of the level of the RVPT model depends on the kinds “ 
J 
of complex data structures that are expected in the applications. The more the complex 
U 
data structures, the higher the level of RVPT model is required. 
7.3 Effect of Design Variations 
In this section, we examine the impact of several architectural issues on the performance 
of our models. The issues include cache size, block size, and set-associativity (cf. see s 
! 
Appendix for complete results). In each of the following sub-section, we choose the most ( 
representative benchmarks half from the constant stride applications and half from the 
non-constant stride applications. 
;i, 
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7.3.1 Effect of Cache Size 
MXM C version MXM C version 
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Figure 7.5: MCPI Vs cache size for 16 byte line size and 2-way set-associativity 
Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 shows the results of the simulation of all data prefetching 
schemes with the data access penalty MCPI as a function of the cache size. For all 
simulations, the block size is 16 bytes and the set-associativity is 2. The results show that 
! t h e prefetching schemes always peform better than the pure cache scheme since they have | 
the same amount of cache and, in addition, the prefetching component. 
I 
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Figure 7.6: MCPI Vs cache size for 16 byte line size and 2-way set-associativity 
It is known that for a larger cache size, the miss penalty is minimized in most regular 
data access applications because of the temporal locality. The best cache sizes for MXM 
C version and CHOLSKY lead to significant improvments are 16K and 32K respectively 
for all prefetching schemes. RVPT schemes are effective even using small cache size. The 
$ 
results show that a 8K cache using RVPT schemes always perform better than 32K cache |l 
.^ 
!• 
using prefetch-on-miss or pure cache. In case of irregular data access applications, a 8K 
.: 
m 
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cache using RVPT schemes also perforins better than 32K cache using Chen's scheme. 
As can be seen in the figure, all prefetching schemes are much less sensitive to the 
cache size in irregular data access applications than in regular data access applications. 
For example, in B + Tree, there is no sharp improvemnt at all even the cache size is in-
creased from 8K to 32K for all schemes. It also implies that the irregular data access 
applications has less temporal locality when compared with regular data access applica-
tions. Besides, RVPT schemes are less sensitive to cache size in irregular data access 
applications compared with other data prefetching schemes. 
i 
7.3.2 Effect of Block Size 
i 
Instead of varying the cache size, we also measured the performance of various architec- ‘ 
i 
tures as a function of the block size. The cache size is 16K bytes and the set-associativity 
f 
. . is 2 in all cases. The results from four different benchmarks are shown in Figure 7.7 and ‘ 
i 
Figure 7.8. ‘ 
. ^ 
For MXM and EMIT, with regular data accesses, the best block size is either 16 or , 
• 11 32 bytes for all data prefetching schemes. The purpose of using a larger block(line) size 
I 
is trying to make use of the spatial locality to reduce the memory latency of subsequent 
data access. In irregular data access applications, the data access is randomly or evely j 
. . . . I 
distributed in memory so that very little spatial locality is found. Hence, unneccessary [; 
• . . . I data will be fetched into the cache if larger block size is used. It explains why the best 
block size is 4 bytes(i.e. word size) in Sort Relation and Index Array(except prefetch-on-
miss) benchmarks. 
Furthermore, Chen's and RVPT schemes are not sensitive to the change of the block 
size in regular data access applications while, in irregular data access application, all 
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Figure 7.7: MCPI Vs block size for 16K byte cache size and 2-way set-associativity 
84 
In Index Array, when the block size is increased from 4 bytes to 8 bytes, the MCPI 
IS increased, just like other prefetching schemes. But, when the block size is further 
increased from 8 bytes to 32 bytes, the MePI is reduced unexpectedly. We explain this 
by the dichotomy of regular and irregular data access. Index array actually consists of 
a large array to store the actual data record and a small array to store the index of the 
large array in the desired order. Therefore, traversal of the smaller array is sequential 
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while that of the larger array is random. When the benefit of spatial locality subject to 
larger block size is greater than the miss penalty caused by the random data access, the 
overall miss penalty is then reduced. 
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Figure 7.8: MCPI Vs block size for 16K byte cache size and 2-way set-associativity 
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7.3.3 Effect of Set Associativity 
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I Figure 7.9: MCPI Vs set-associativity for 16K byte cache size and 16 byte line size 
I A cache is said to be direct mapped if eacli cache block has only one place it can 
_ appear in the cache. It is fully associative if a block can be placed anywhere in the cache, 
i And, it is said to be set associative if a block can be placed in a restricted set of places •: 
in the cache. A set is a group of two, four or rnore in the cache. Figure 7.9 shows the 









In the case of CFFT2D, or other regular data access applications, significant perfor-
m 
j mance improvement is found when the set-associativity is increased from direct-mapped to 
I 2. Seeking further improvement by increasing the set-associativity to 4 is not worthwhile. 
_ 
f On the other hand, the result of Sort Aggregate, or other irregular data access appli-
• 
I cations, is not sensitive to the set-associativity. Since the data is randomly referenced, 
• 
- successive data are evenly distributed inside the cache, i.e. no more spatial locality. The 
1 probability of mapping successive data into same set is decreased. As a result, increasing 
S 





I 7.4 Summary 
I I 
. 1 
J In this chapter we evaluated level 1 and 2 RVPT prefetching schemes by comparing them 1 
f with a pure cache design, prefetch-on-miss and Chen's schemes. Various configurations | 
u and cache parameters such as cache size, block size and set-associativity were varied to | 
I see their effects on the MCPI. We show that, on average, the performance of RVPT | 
• ' 
_ models is best for both regular and irregular data access applications. For regular data | 
: access applications, its preference of cache configuration is similar to Chen's and others | 
I data prefetching schemes. For irregular data access applications, its effectiveness is quite j 
significant even when the cache size small(8K bytes) is and direct mapping is used. As the | 
I data is randomly allocated in the memory space, the RVPT model prefers a very small 
block size(4 bytes) that is equal to the word size. 
1 
' These observations lead us to argue that the hardware-based RVPT prefetching scheme 
would be valuable to an on-chip data cache because of its effectiveness in both regular 
m 
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I . il 
~ 8.1 Conclusion 
• ii 
. I 
: In this dissertation, we pointed out that memory latency is an important bottleneck } 
.., I j 
of the processor performance. Data prefetching is one of the effective way to reduce the 
I memory latency. Previous data prefetching research is mainly focused on applications with I 
E constant stride access or linear data access. However, lots of applications use non-array I 
m data structures, such as linked list, queue, index array, etc, which cause the program to I 
j 
= have random data access. In order to further reduce the memory latency, data prefetching ^ 
“ should be able to generate prefetch requests for both regular and random data access 
I patterns. 
V 1^  
I We found that even though the data access pattern might be irregular, data access 
I method based on the instruction content, such as register names and opcode, is often 
I regular. Regularity of data access can be classified into three different levels: high level 
I programming code, machine code and run-time effective memory address. Due to the 
| m a p p i n g of variable names to effective memory addresses, regularity of data access might 
be lost during this translation. 
We proposed a new hardware-driven data prefetching scheme, called the Regis te r 
Value Pred ic t ion Table (RVPT) . The RVPT scheme recognizes the regularity of data 
access in terms of the information from the machine instruction content rather than the 
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independent of the linearity of their mapped memory addresses. Its basic idea is to predict 
the next iteration value of registers. Therefore, when an memory access instruction is 
executed, prefetches might be generated using the predicted values of source registers of 
that instruction. Our first RVPT model can identify three kinds of predictable registers: 
loop invariant, self-modifying and dependent register. 
Later on, investigation on register dependency let us to understand more about pred-
icatable register. Moreover, we refined and extended the classification of predictable 
registers into: acyclic dependent register(ADR), level 0 cyclic dependent register(CDR), 
level 1 CDR, and other higher level CDRs. Since the effectiveness of data prefetching |. 
scheme depends on the prefetch coverage, extension of the RVPT model to predict higher 
level CDR might further reduce the memory access latency. Additional hardware is also \ 
proposed to add to the original RVPT model so that register dependency can be captured { 
at mn-t ime and register value(s) can be predicted. We also defined different level RVPT \ 
models according to their predictability of register values. The higher level RVPT model 1 
can detect higher level CDR. However, as the level of RVPT model increases, the hard- 1 
ware detection process becomes complicated. Instead of going to a generalized model, a 
k, 
level 2 RVPT model may be sufficient because it covers most common data structures ' i l 
H'' 
such as index array. :‘ 
I 
We evaluated our schemes by comparing them with conventional data prefetching •‘ 
gp* 
schemes. Cycle by cycle simulations were conducted for both regular and random data 
access applications. We had chosen NASA7 kernels to represent the regular data access 
applications. In those benchmarks, the RVPT model is shown to be effective when com-
pared with traditional prefetching schemes. The fact that sometimes it does not perform 
as good as Chen model does is because of the difference in the prediction mechanism. 
Benchmarks written according to the relational query processing, traversals of linked list, 
B+ tree and index array, are used to represent the random data access applications. Their 
simulation results showed that the RVPT models perform the best. Furthermore, level 2 
RVPT model always performs better than level 1 RVPT model in all case. We showed 
that the RVPT model can be very effective in hiding memory latencies in both regular 
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and irregular data access applications. 
I 
8.2 Future Research 
In this dissertation, we mainly focused on the hardware data prefetching scheme to reduce 
memory latency. Some of the future research directions regarding data prefetching are as 
follows: 
1. Investigation on higher level RVPT model ^ 
In this dissertation, we had only extended the RVPT model to level 2. It is becuase, 
up to now, there are not many applications using higher level CDR. Moreover, 
I 
complicated hardware is required to support the identification and the prediction ‘ 
I j! 
of higher level CDR. In order to further reduce the memory latency, the feasibility ‘ 
f 
of the higher level RVPT model should be investigated. Also, research efforts will : 
Kl ,^  
also focus on the simplification of the hardware requirement to support higher level ‘ 
CDR identification and prediction. ^ 
2. Software-assisted RVPT approach !\ 
t' 
The RVPT hardware is used mainly for the state transition and confirmation. If 'i 
• 
the RVPT states can be set by the compiler, both state transition and confirmation | 
recording can be eliminated from the RVPT model. In fact, the state of a predictable ‘ 
register may already be known during the compile-time. As a result, to miminize 
the hardware cost, a combined approach of software-directed and hardware RVPT 
scheme should be studied in future. 
3. Software caching approach 
Prefetching techniques can be driven by either hardware or software. The selection 
between hardware and software approaches is still open for discussion. Our RVPT 
model is a hardware based model which is expected to be effective for both reg-
ular and irregular memory access applications. Prefetch requests will be handled 
dynamically at run-time without any compiler intervention and no modification to 
i 
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processor architecture is needed. These are the advantages of the hardware ap-
proach as well as RVPT model. Although it has a superior general applicability, it 
requires a more complicated hardware support because of the lack of compile time 
information. 
In contrast, software-directed approach relies on compiler technology to perform 
static program analysis, such as locality analysis, and to insert suitable PREFETCH 
instructions at appropriate position. This also means that a broader class of refer-
ence patterns can be covered. The schemes perform prefetching selectively and efFec-
tively by adding only a small amount of hardware support. Although the hardware 
cost of this approach is much lower than the hardware approach, there are several 
disadvantages. Firstly, modification to the instruction set and addressing modes are 
necessary to support different prefetch operations. More important, up to now, there 
is no good scheme to automatically and efficiently insert the PREFETCH instruc-
tions into the program code. Obviously, the runtime overhead of the PREFETCH 
instructions is also a drawback. 
CODE RVPT ACTION CODE RVPT ACTION i — —— 
I p add R0,4,R0 predict R0=R0'=R0+4 ld [RO+Dl],Rl prefetch [R0'+D1] 
i ld [RO+Dl],Rl prefetch [R0'+D1] ld [R0+D2],R2 prefetch [R0'+D2] 
ld [R0+D2],R2 prefetch [R0'+D2] ••… 
.•… ld[RO+Dn],RO predict R0 = R0' ' 
ld [RO+Dn],Rn prefetch [RO'+Dn] by prefetch [RO+Dn] 
I I 
(a) array assembly code (b) linked list assembly code 
Figure 8.1: Examples of Two Assembly Codes 
Both hardware and software-directed approaches have their pros and cons. To 
compare the RVPT model and the software-directed approach, we will use two 
example programs, a linear array traversal and a linked list traversal, shown in 
Figure 8.1. The prefetch requests generated by the RVPT model during execution 
are also indicated. As the RVPT model uses one iteration lookahead prefetching, 
the distance between the prefetch and the actual reference is always equal to the 
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V 
loop size. 
CODE CODE CODE 
• add R0,4,R0 p ld [RO+Dl],Rl ld [RO+Dl],Rl 
ld [RO+Dl],Rl ld [R0+D2],R2 prefetch [[RO+Dn]+Dl] 
prefetch [RO+Dl+4] …" d [R0+D2],R2 
ld [R0+D2],R2 ld [RO+Dn],RO — bottleneck prefetch [[R0+Dn]+D2] 
prefetch [R0+D2+4] prefetch [R0+D1] •.… 
••… prefetch [R0+D2] ld [RO+Dn],RO 
ld [RO+Dn],Rn …“ prefetch [[RO+Dn]+Dn] 
prefetch [RO+Dn] 
1 1 I 
(a) array assembly code (b) linked list assembly code (c) linked list assembly code using 
without double indirect prefetch double indirect prefetch 
Figure 8.2: Software-Directed Prefetching Approach 
Figure 8.2 shows the possible software-directed prefetching versions of these two i 
programs by inserting PREFETCHmstvuctions. In the array example (a), the index 
register R 0 is incremented by 4 every iteration so that the stride sizes of all memory | 
i 
reference instructions are equal to 4. Using the constant stride size, PREFETCH 
instructions are simply inserted right after each reference instruction to prefetch 
i 
next iteration data. On the contrary, in the linked list example (b), the stride size 
is not a constant and cannot be known at compile time. If no DOUBLE INDI- i 
RECT PREFETCH instruction(i.e. Instruction performs prefetch operation with 
double indirect memory access) is allowed, the earliest point that the PREFETCH 
instructions are inserted is right after the linked list pointer(RO) is updated. Con-
sequently, prefetch operations will be carried out in a burst mode and they will also 
have higher chance to collapse with the normal memory access instructions. In other 
words, the pointer updated instruction becomes the limitation to the effective use 
of PREFETCH instructions because all PREFETCH instructions depend on it. If 
the compiler and processor support DOUBLE INDIRECT PREFETCHinstruction, 
prefetch requestes can be inserted right after the reference instructions(as shown in 
Figure 8.2(c)). PREFETCH instructions are inserted one iteration look ahead, just 
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like the array program. However, the main disadvantage of this approach is the 
bus bandwidth consumption by repeatly fetching of the next pointer register value. 
More important, most RISC processors do not support double indirect addressing 
mode at this moment and DOUBLE INDIRECT PREFETCH instruction has not 
been proposed yet. 
CODE CODE CODE 
+ ld [RO+Dl],Rl p ld [RO+Dn],Rtmp ld [RO+Dn],Rtmp 
ld [R0+D2],R2 ld [RO+Dl],Rl prefetch [Rtmp+Dn] 
••… ld [R0+D2],R2 ld [RO+Dl],Rl 
ld [RO+Dn],RO ..… prefetch [Rtmp+Dl] 
mov Rtmp,RO ••… 
mov Rtmp,RO 
I 
(a) original assembly code (b) assembly code after (c) after inserting prefetch 
transformation , 
Figure 8.3: Software-Directed Assisting by Transformation 
I 
Instead of using DOUBLE INDIRECT PREFETCH instruction or the RVPT I 
II 
hardware, we can make use of the register's next iteration value to prefetch A1- | 
. . i 
though this approach is completely new, its basic concept is actually derived from | 
iii 
the RVPT model. We illustrate the concept in Figure 8.3. R 0 is a linked list [ 
pointer. First, the linked list assembly code is transformed from the orginal code in 
(a) into (b). All register status and program status are not changed by the transfor-
mation. An unallocated register R t m p is used to store the next iteration value of 
R 0 at the beginning of the loop. Its content will be moved to R 0 at the end of the 
loop. Hence, during any iteration, the next iteration value of R 0 can be found in 
R t m p . Register R t m p acts like as the RVPT's Predict As a result, PREFETCH 
instructions can be inserted right after the refernces(as shown in (c)) using simple 
PREFETCH instruction. The PREFETCH instructions are no longer restricted by 
the instruction that updates the linked list pointer and the prefetch distance can 
be equal to the loop size. This technique is expected to ease the software-directed 
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prefetching. Future research may investigate on different program transformation 
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Thesis Title, : Data Prefetching using Hardware Register Value Prediction 
TabIe(RVPT) 
Author : Cheung Chin Ming 
Supplementary : Simulation Results 
In this supplementary notes, we present all the simulations result in table form. The first column 
represents the name ofbenchmark. There are totally 14 different benchmarks we had evaluated so far 
and each o f t h e m are shown on a separated sheet as attached. 
Benchmark Description 
CFFT2D NASA7 kernel: complex radix 2 FFT on 2D array. 
CHOLSKY NASA7 kernel: Cholesky decomposition in parallel on a set of input matrices. 
EMTT NASA7 kernel: creates new vortices according to certain boundary conditions. 
GMTRY NASA7 kemel: sets up arrays for a vortex method solution and performs 
Gaussian elimination on the resulting arrays. 
MXM NASA7 kernel: matrix multiply. 
MXM C version C version of MXM follow NASA7 4-way unrolled matrix multiply and routine. 
Merge Sort Relation merge sort a relation organized as linked list according to the record key. 
Sort Merge Join sort two relations by their key and then merge them together by their key. 
Hash Join hash two relations by Oieir key and join together by that key. 
Sort Aggregate sort one relation by its key and aggregate same record key. 
Hash Aggregate hash one relation by its key and aggregate same record key. 
Linked List traverse linked list for an aggregate function. 
B+ Tree traverse B+ Tree for an aggregate function. 
Lidex Array traverse index array for an aggregate function. 
1 j 
We had evaluated the performance of each benchmark under different data prefetching schemes 
which is shown in the second column. ‘ 
i 
Scheme Description 
No Prefetch no data prefetching scheme i 
Prefetch on Miss prefetch one block lookahead when current reference is miss 
T. F. Chen Reference Pattern Table proposed by T. F. Chen ^ 
RVPT level 1 Register Value Prediction Table level 1 i, 
RVPT level 2 Register Value Prediction Table level 2 1 
J ), f 
The cache configuration varied according to three parameters in the column 3-5 — 
1. Cache Size in number of K byte 
2. Block Size in number of byte 
3. Set-associativity in the number of set that a data might map into. 
Then all simulation results are recorded as shown in the column 6-14. Each column is described as: 
Column Description 
Total List. The total number of instruction simulated in the benchmark. 
Cycle Time The total number ofclock cycles requires to execute the benchmark. 
CPI Based on the total instruction and cycle time, we calculated the cycle per 
instruction(CPI) by cpi= ^^^'' ” ' \ 
Total Inst. 
Hit The total number ofreferences is cache hit. 
Hit Rate(%) The percentage ofthe total references is cache hit. 
Miss The total number of references is cache miss. 
Partial Hit The total number of references is partial hit. 
Miss Rate(%) The percentage ofthe total references is cache miss including partial hit. 
Crashes The total number of references causes data bus crash with the prefetch. 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Thesis Title : Data Prefetching using Hardware Register Value Prediction 
TabIe(RVPT) 
Author : Cheung Chin Ming 
Supplementary : Benchmark Source Code and Assembly code 
In this supplementaty notes, we present all the source code and assembly code of all 14 benchmarks. 
The following table shows the page number of corresponding benchmark. The first column represents 
the name of benchmark. Each row of the table represents a separate file. The program type of that 
row is indicated in second column and the file name is shown on third column. 
Benchmark Prosram Type File name(no. of pases) Pase 
CFFT2D FORTRANprogram ffttst.f(l) 1 
assembly code ffltst.s(5) 2-6 
FORTRAN program cfft2dl.f(l) 7 
assembly code cfEt2dl.s(5) 8-12 
FORTRAN program cffi2d2.f(l) 13 ‘ 
assembly code cfft2d2.s(5) 14-18 
CHOLSKY FORTRANprogram chotst.f(l) 19 
assembly code chotsts(3) 20-22 … 
FORTRANprogram cholsky.f(l) 23 
assembly code cholsky.s(7) 24-30 
EMIT FORTRANprogram emitst.f(l) 31 
assembly code emittst.s(8) 32-39 
FORTRAN program emit.f(l) 40 
assembly code emit.s(12) 41-52 
GMTRY FORTRANprogram gmttst.f(l) 53 ’ 
assembly code gmttst.s(3) 54-56 
FORTRAN program gmtty.f(l) 57 
assembly code gmtry.s(ll) 58-68 
MXM FORTRAN program mxmtst.f(l) 69 
assembly code mxmtst.s(3) 70-72 » 
FORTRAN program mxm.f(l) 73 
assembly code mxm.s(2) 74-75 1 
MXM C version C/C++ program MXM-C-version.C(l) 76 J 
assembly code MXM-C-version.s(2) 77-78 '! 
Merge Sort Relation C/C++ program SortRelation.C(2) 79-80 "' 
assembly code SortRelation.s(4) 81-84 
Sort Merge Join C/C++ program SortMergeJoin.C(2) 85-86 
assembly code SortMergeJoin.s(6) 87-92 
Hash Join C/C++ program HashJoin.C(2) 93-94 
assembly code HashJoin.s(4) 95-98 
Sort Aggregate C/C++ program SortAggregate.C(3) 99-101 
assembly code SortAggregate,s(5) 102-106 
Hash Aggregate C/C++ program HashAggregate. C(2) 107-108 
assembly code HashAggregate.s(4) 109-112 
Linked List C/C++ program Linked-List.C(2) 113-114 
assembly code Linked-List.s(3) 115-117 
B+Tree C/C++ program B+Tree.C(3) 118-120 
assembly code B+Tree.s(4) 121-124 
Index Array C/C++ program IndexArray.C(2) 125-126 
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